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3UREOHP�GHILQLWLRQ��� An increased demand of beverage cans has caused problems with 
deliveries to several of Rexam’s customers. Rexam need to 
improve their delivery performance in order to maintain customer 
confidence.  

�
 
3XUSRVH��� The purpose with this master thesis is to map, describe and 

analyses the production plant in Fosie’s production planning; 
regarding forecasting, material planning, safety stock, an optimal 
production batch and capacity planning. This is performed both on 
a central level as well as on an operational level. Secondly, 
guidelines and suggestions are presented for a more effective 
production planning.        

  
 
0HWKRGRORJ\��� The thesis�is�a qualitative based case study with constituent of 

quantity based information.   
 
�
&RQFOXVLRQV�� Rexam’s production planning can be improved by some easy 

changes. More accurate forecasts are decreasing the uncertainties. 
With a previously released line load, follow-ups can be done 
earlier and actions can be taken for possible deviations.   

 
The size of the order quantities are decreasing and expect to 
further be reduced. Nevertheless, an increased flexibility in the 
production makes it possible. The demand expects to increase in 
the future and a growing market as for the can industry, it is 
important to keep and improve customer’s confidence.  

�
�
.H\�:RUG��� Capacity, Forecasting, Material Planning, Order Quantities, 

Production Planning, Safety Stock 
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�� ,QWURGXFWLRQ�
7KLV� LQWURGXFWLRQ� FKDSWHU� FRQWDLQV� D� GHVFULSWLRQ� RI� WKH� EDFNJURXQG�� SUREOHP� GLVFXVVLRQ��
REMHFWLYHV�� GHOLPLWDWLRQV� DQG� WDUJHW� JURXS� WR� WKH� WKHVLV�� $� VKRUW� GLVSRVLWLRQ� RI� WKH� WKHVLV�
IROORZV����

����%DFNJURXQG��SUREOHP�GLVFXVVLRQ�	�GHOLPLWDWLRQV�
Rexam PLC is one of the world’ s leading companies for consumer packaging and the world’ s 
dominant company for beverage cans. They work within the markets of beverage, beauty, 
pharmaceuticals and food, with a worldwide operation in more than 20 countries and more 
than 100 manufacturing plants.  
 
Rexam PLC is divided into smaller businesses units, where Rexam Beverage Can Europe & 
Asia is a part of�the group. Furthermore, Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia is divided into 
smaller sales areas. Europe has several production plants in different countries; each plant has 
its own structural challenges. This master thesis will deal with the production plant in Fosie of 
Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia. 
 
To enable the control of this organisation, there is a central planning function for the 
production plants in Europe. Central planning issues monthly a line load, outlining sales for 
each market area, expected production and inter company support. This line load constitutes 
the base for decisions of the individual plants on production planning and the inter company 
support. 
 
Each production plant has their own sales area, e.g. the production plant in Fosie, Sweden, 
primarily delivers cans for the Nordic and Baltic States. Sweden altered its recycling 
legislation in 2006, making the end-seller of the filled can responsibly to verify payment of 
deposit. This has led to a reduction of import of ‘illegal cans’  for which deposit has not been 
paid, an increase in domestic demand, on top of an already strong market growth in the 
Nordic countries. Sales are also expected to increase in the forthcoming years.  
 
Sales of cans carry a strong seasonality effect; the peak is during the summer and winter; is 
the period for building stock. Products are customer linked so that no production to stock 
occurs without an explicit manufacturing authority from customers. However, capacity during 
the summer is tight for many productions plants and for some units not enough capacity to 
meet the demand. For exposed units, production has been characterised by small production 
batches and plentiful label changes, making it more difficult to meet the original production 
budget. Capacity shortages and the difficulty of timing the inter company support could be 
possible and likely explanations for the recent delay to customers.�
 
An increased demand of beverage cans has caused problems with deliveries to several of 
Rexam’ s customers. Rexam need to improve their delivery performance in order to maintain 
customer confidence.  
 
In the beginning of 2006, the production plant in Fosie had their lowest inventory level ever. 
Daily call offs from customers resulted in several label changes which decreased the 
production efficiency. The internal support had in many situations long lead time and cannot 
be utilised as the production plants own more reliable production.�  
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The production planning function within the company needs to be evaluated. This evaluation 
will include forecasting, material planning, safety stock, ordering quantities, capacity 
planning and other company specific features. Different plants have different conditions and 
for an equitable evaluation of the production planning, these features need to be identified and 
be taken in consideration.  
 
The safety stock and capacity has experienced to be too low the year of 2005 and 2006 which 
has caused several problems. Neither the stock nor the capacity can be regarded as sufficient. 
These had implied small ordering quantities which brought problems for the production, stock 
level etc. The system for material planning has an important role for these problems and can 
be interesting to evaluate.  
 
These inconveniences can be considered on a central level as well as on an operational level, 
but also with different time perspectives. Figure 1.1 shows the relation between production 
planning’ s different parameters; forecasting, material planning, safety stock, capacity and 
order quantities.  
 

 
 
Figure 1.1 The production planning’ s parameters 
 

����2EMHFWLYHV�
The objective with this master thesis is to map, describe and analyse the production plant of 
beverage cans in Fosie’ s way of; production planning, regarding forecasting, material 
planning, safety stock, ordering quantities and capacity planning. This is performed both on a 
central and operational level. Secondly, guidelines and recommendations are presented for a 
more effective production planning.        
 

����7DUJHW�JURXS��
This master thesis has two target groups, firstly, students in the end of their education and 
secondly, professionals and employees at the company.   
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����'LVSRVLWLRQ��
 
&KDSWHU���,QWURGXFWLRQ�
The introduction chapter describes the background, purpose, problem discussion and target 
groups to the thesis.  
 
&KDSWHU���0HWKRGRORJ\�
This chapter describes which methods are used to perform the thesis, validity and reliability 
of the results. The author’ s way of performing the thesis is described in connection to the 
theories.   
 
&KDSWHU���3UHVHQWDWLRQ�RI�5H[DP�3/&�
The presentation of Rexam contains a background description, the overall strategy, customers 
and other valuable information about the company. The different divisions and the market 
segments are presented to provide an overall overview of the company’ s structure.  
 
&KDSWHU���7KHRU\�
Theories and models are presented as a framework for the thesis. This framework is used for 
analysing the empirics.    
 
&KDSWHU���(PSLULFV�
This chapter contains a description of the present situation in Rexam Beverage Can Europe & 
Asia, especially the production plant in Fosie. This information together with theories and 
models is the base for the analysis.  
 
&KDSWHU���$QDO\VLV�	�&RQFOXVLRQV�
This chapter is the main and most important part of the thesis. It presents the evaluation of the 
empirics according to theories and models.  
 
&KDSWHU���6XJJHVWLRQV�	�,PSURYHPHQWV��
This chapter presents suggestions of improvements.  
��
5HIHUHQFHV�
�
$SSHQGL[��
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��0HWKRGRORJ\�
7KLV�FKDSWHU� DLPV� WR�GHVFULEH� WKH�PHWKRG�DQG� WKH�SURFHGXUH� WR�DFKLHYH� WKH� WKHVLV� SXUSRVH��
0RUHRYHU��PHWKRG�FULWLFLVP�DQG�VRXUFHV�RI�HUURUV�DUH�FRQVLGHUHG���

����5HVHDUFK�PHWKRGV�
To conduct a research it is important to identify necessary information, the extent of the 
research, sources to use and gathering methods. Analysing the main interest is an appropriate 
way to choose research method. It can take appearance of three different approaches; 1 
 

• Case study of a specific problem/case. 
• Cross section approach, a group of cases/situations are compared. 
• Time series approach, where the research is bound to time development for one or 

several occasions.   
 
Awareness of ambition and expected result is important when choosing an appropriate 
research method. Firstly, a research can be distinguished between being experimental and non 
experimental. Foremost, an experimental research is aimed to uses for explanations of a 
specific case and a non experimental research method is characterised by surveys and case 
studies. Secondly, different research methods can be divided into explorative, describing, 
explaining, diagnostic, evaluating and predictable research.  
 

������([SORUDWLYH�UHVHDUFK��
An explorative research is used for problem specifications, problem discussions, subject 
knowledge, specifications of research plans etc. This method is foremost used to collect an 
appropriate amount of information to commence a research. Collected data is a base for 
continued researches. Interviews, literature studies and case studies are typical methods for an 
explorative research. 
 

������'HVFULELQJ�UHVHDUFK����
Fields of application for a describing research method can differ. However, the method aims 
to describe a specific situation. A describing research method requires an appropriate amount 
of accessible knowledge from the beginning, therefore, total available data is important to 
consider before starting a research. This method intends to give a description of occasions, 
historical and existing situations. However, a describing research gives a report of the actual 
situation, but not the reason why it looks like it does. 
  

������([SODLQLQJ�UHVHDUFK���
An explaining research aims to clarify what has caused a specific problem and why. This 
research method is an extension of the describing research method. However, this method 
                                                
1 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
2 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
3 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
4 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
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intends to find relations between different factors. This research method is based on statistical 
testes with specific hypotheses, where the relation between cause- and effect variables is 
tested. An explaining research aims to give a description why a situation looks like it does.      
  

������'LDJQRVWLFLDQ�UHVHDUFK���
The diagnostician research intends to find the cause to a specific phenomenon and is often 
based on historical occasions. However, this research method is useful when finding solutions 
to practical and concrete problems. The method concentrates on the “right” problem and to 
find the “right” threatening method. A diagnostician research shall also give guidelines to 
how a problem can be solved. �
�

������(YDOXDWLQJ�UHVHDUFK��
An evaluating research intends to measure effects of made actions. It evaluates if the solution 
fulfil the expected result. An evaluating research aims to establish result, effects and 
consequences of a measuring.   
 

������3UHGLFWDEOH�UHVHDUFK��
This method aims to give a predictable outcome, what is going to ensue according to some 
conditions. The predictable development of an occurrence is of interest in this approach.   
 
Level of ambition increases through different research methods. However, the available 
information also increases for each research stage. Knowledge about previous steps is 
required to continuing a research. To plan and perform a describing research, it is necessary 
with knowledge about what is going to be described. �
 

������7KH�WKHVLV¶V�UHVHDUFK�PHWKRG�
The thesis is a non experimental case study regarding Rexam Beverage Can 
Europe & Asia’s production planning and foremost the production plant in Fosie, 
Sweden. The can industry has special features which results in a case study of the production 
plant in Fosie. To perform the thesis, the describing and the explaining research methods is 
used. They are chosen due to the author’ s ambition and the thesis purpose.    
 
 
    
 
   

                                                
5 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
6 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
7 Lekvall, Per & Wahlbin, Clas. (1993) ,QIRUPDWLRQ�I|U�PDUNQDGVI|ULQJVEHVOXW 
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����*DWKHULQJ�RI�GDWD��
According to British people, data can be gathered from “ paper and people”  (secondary and 
primary data).8 Example of paper can be documents as books, newspapers, letters, tape-
recording, radio, TV-programs, research reports, annual reports etc. On the other hand, 
information from people is mostly gathered by interviews, questionnaires and observations.9 
Primary and secondary data is another designation for this data which can be gathered from 
quantitative and qualitative research methods.  
 

������4XDQWLWDWLYH�DQG�TXDOLWDWLYH�UHVHDUFK�����
A research can be divided into be a qualitative or a quantitative approach. The qualitative and 
quantitative research methods are not mutually exclusive. The main difference is more the 
manner of analysing the data than the gathering method.  
 

��������4XDOLWDWLYH�UHVHDUFK�
A qualitative research is performed by gathering data, for analysing and interpreting. 
However, this data cannot be expressed numerical.10 Case studies and surveys with small 
samples are example of qualitative researches. A qualitative research aims to gather a deeper 
knowledge than the quantitative research. Though, it characterises by the author.11   
 

��������4XDQWLWDWLYH�UHVHDUFK�
A quantitative research characterises by numerical expressed information. This method is 
often associated by using a large sample, with a specific focus. Questionnaires, experiments, 
tests, time series analyses are approaches which can be analysed by quantitative methods.12  
 

������3ULPDU\�GDWD�
Primary data is foremost gathered from personal interviews, questionnaires and observations. 
A fully explanation of each method follows.  
 

��������3HUVRQDO�LQWHUYLHZV�
This method possesses gathered data from personal interviews. Data is collected when an 
interviewer asks the interviewed person (the respondent) relevant questions or has a dialogue 
with him or her. Thus, the respondents answer is used as raw data. If the respondent 
experiences the interview interesting, the interviewer has unlimited possibilities for an 
extensive and deep interview.  
 

                                                
8 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
9 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
10 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
11 Runa, Patel & Davidson, Bo. (1994) )RUVNQLQJVPHWRGLNHQV�JUXQGHU�±DWW�SODQHUD��JHQRPI|UD�RFK�UDSSRUWHUD�
HQ�XQGHUV|NQLQJ 
12 Lekvall, Per & Wahlbin, Clas. (1993) ,QIRUPDWLRQ�I|U�PDUNQDGVI|ULQJVEHVOXW 
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An interview is especially good for specific questions and test methods. Interviews are best to 
use for extensive and detailed questions. However, the cost for an interview is high and time 
demanding which require a small sample of interviewed persons to limiting the costs. 
Registration of interview results can be performed both in writing and on tape.13 The access 
problem is one significant problem with interviews, especially interviews with representatives 
from companies.  
 
Interviews can be divided into structured, semi structured and unstructured14. The different 
methods are presented below.  
 

���������� 6WUXFWXUHG�LQWHUYLHZV�
It is a type of interview where the interviewer uses�a preset questionnaire. All respondents 
experience the same contents of the interview as formulations, environment, order etc. With 
this performance, the respondent’ s answers can be regarded more reliable15. The enquiries in 
the questionnaires are made for specific answers and therefore can be used for quantitative 
analyses. The method is information oriented, where the interviewer, from the beginning, 
knows the objectives and the expected results. 
 

���������� 6HPL�VWUXFWXUHG�LQWHUYLHZV�
A semi structured interview encloses a guide for particular subjects that have to be considered 
during the interview. The questions do not have to be asked in a specific order and the 
interviewer decides how to perform. The interviewer may also have the opportunity to ask 
additional questions.16       
 

���������� 8QVWUXFWXUHG�LQWHUYLHZV�
It is a form of interview where the respondent can get extensive questions. The order of the 
questions does not need to be the same for all respondents and the formulation can be chosen 
by the interviewer. However, the interview must cover intended information. An unstructured 
interview results in a more flexible and adjusted situation both for the interviewer and the 
respondent. The unstructured interviews mainly give qualitative data where the result is 
difficult to quantify. Thus, the method is both information and person oriented and is suitable 
for social science, psychology, organisation research, recruiting etc. Deep interview is another 
name for this method.17 �� 
�
As an interviewer it is important to be aware of data gathered from interview’ s objectiveness. 
The interviewed person can answer in own interest or does not communicate all information.  
�
��������4XHVWLRQQDLUHV18�
This method is foremost suitable for a large sample of participants. This method is especially 
cost effective and questionnaires as research method main advantageous. However, this 
                                                
13 Lekvall, Per & Wahlbin, Clas. (1993) ,QIRUPDWLRQ�I|U�PDUNQDGVI|ULQJVEHVOXW 
14 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
15 Bryman, Alan & Bell, Emma. (2003) )|UHWDJVHNRQRPLVND�IRUVNQLQJPHWRGHU�
16 Bryman, Alan & Bell, Emma. (2003) )|UHWDJVHNRQRPLVND�IRUVNQLQJPHWRGHU 
17 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
18 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
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method is time consuming regarding sending the questionnaires and receiving them. The 
decline of answer is often large. Further, it is difficult to know if the questionnaire has been 
performed seriously or not.    
�
��������2EVHUYDWLRQV19�
Observations can be performed in different ways. For example, behaviours can be observed, 
where the observer observes a person’ s behaviour. However, it is possible to believe that an 
observed would act different from their normal behaviour during an observation. Therefore, it 
is important to accomplish the observation without knowledge from the observed person. 20 
   

������6HFRQGDU\�GDWD�
Secondary data defines as already composed data. For example, it can be existing statistics or 
previous performed surveys. Secondary data can be useful in many situations but it is not 
adjusted to each specific case. It can be difficult to project the quality and application of 
gathered data. Secondary data does not show sorted information and gives no exact definition 
of a searched problem. However, it is important to collect as much information as possible 
regarding secondary data before using it for own purpose.21   
 
Regarding secondary data, it is important to be aware of its actuality, source, type of media 
and the original purpose with the information. For example, data from old articles or not 
updated homepages can give wrong or distorted information.  
 

������7KH�WKHVLV¶V�PHWKRG�IRU�JDWKHULQJ�RI�GDWD�
This thesis is foremost based on qualitative data which has both primary and secondary 
shaping. The primary information is composed by personal interviews with 
several employees at the company. The respondents is selected none randomly. 
They are chosen due to their area of knowledge. Information from interviews is 
firstly used for qualitative analyses. Therefore, semi and unstructured interviews 
are the best interviewing method. The author’s interview technique is changed 
over time when knowing employees better at the company. From the beginning 
the interviews were more structured with prepared and specified questions. 
However, further in the interviewing process the interviews were more 
unstructured with some topics for discussion. At the mean time, it is important 
for the author to be critic during the interviews and sort data in an objective 
manner.  
 
Quantitative data is mainly secondary data, gathered for basic calculations. It takes form of 
production and sales statistics. Nevertheless, a qualitative research method is primary utilised 
for the work with this thesis. Secondary data as annual reports and other internal reports are 
also a base for the thesis. Sales and production statistics are changed due to the secrecy. The 
statistics show relations between actual value and forecasted value instead of the actual sales 
and production rates. Further, some costs are adjusted and fictive, also due to the secrecy.    

                                                
19 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
20 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
21 Lekvall, Per & Wahlbin, Clas. (1993) ,QIRUPDWLRQ�I|U�PDUNQDGVI|ULQJVEHVOXW 
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����0HWKRG�FULWLFLVP��
It is important to be aware of gathered information’ s validity and reliability. Even so, 
objectiveness is another important factor to consider when gathering information to a 
research.  
   

������9DOLGLW\�
Validity indicates to what extent the research data and the gathering methods are exact and 
accurate.22 However, the difficulty with validity is to measure if a method is applicable or not.  
 
Validity can be divided into internal and external validity;23 
 

• Internal validity is when a question measures what it is intended to measure. If it does, 
it is a superior agreement between the theoretical and the operational definition.  

 
• External validity is when people answer questions dissimilar from their behaviour. 

People can lie, remember erroneous etc.    
  

������5HOLDELOLW\�
Reliability is another concept for measure uncertainties for different researches. The 
reliability is measuring the method’ s capability to resist random variations. Assume that an 
interview is performed with the same person several times. If the interviewed person gives the 
same answers over and over again, the interview has high reliability. 24  
 
Low reliability can be caused by several factors:25 
 

• Differences in changeable features for the interviewed persons as; health, stress, 
fatigue, motivation etc.  

• Dependence on the situation, e.g., contact with the interviewer, distraction 
surroundings etc.     

• Variation of the way of asking a question between different interviewers.  
• “ Lay-out”  factors, as a large handwriting where the whole answer does not fit the 

paper.  
• Inconveniences for measuring instruments. For example, difficulties to understand a 

question, or different interpretations.    
• Randomly, the interviewed person only guesses.  

 
Reliability is a necessary condition for validity. A perfect tool can be used in a wrong way or 
careless. Standardisation of the performance of a research increases the reliability.   

                                                
22 Lekvall, Per & Wahlbin, Clas. (1993) ,QIRUPDWLRQ�I|U�PDUNQDGVI|ULQJVEHVOXW 
23 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
24 Lekvall, Per & Wahlbin, Clas. (1993) ,QIRUPDWLRQ�I|U�PDUNQDGVI|ULQJVEHVOXW 
25 Lekvall, Per & Wahlbin, Clas. (1993) ,QIRUPDWLRQ�I|U�PDUNQDGVI|ULQJVEHVOXW 
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������2EMHFWLYLW\��
Objectiveness is important when performing a research. The credibility is affected if the 
research is not objective. Sometimes objectiveness means to separate facts from valuations, 
impartial, unbiased, versatility, inter objectiveness and completeness26.   
 

������7KH�WKHVLV¶V�FULWLFLVPV�RI�PHWKRG�
To make sure the validity and the reliability the author performed the interviews with the 
same topics in different situations and instants. Comparison between the answers increased 
both the validity and the reliability.  
 
 

                                                
26 Lundahl, Ulf &Skärvad, Per-Hugo. (1982) 8WUHGQLQJVPHWRGLN�I|U�VDPKlOOVYHWDUH�RFK�HNRQRPHU 
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����6RXUFH�RI�HUURUV��
There are some usual sources of error, the respondent, the instruments and the interviewer. 
For example, an error can occur as a cause by the manner of asking questions.  
 

������7KH�UHVSRQGHQW��
Uncertainty regarding the respondent’ s attitude to a question can affect the answer and it can 
be varying for different situations. In this case, information from the interview has bad 
capability to resist random variations and the determination has unpredictable reliability. In 
some cases, the respondent can be affected to give a specific answer even though the person 
does not have an option about it.  
 
Cases when the respondent is guessing instead of knowing can bring randomly influences to 
the information which brings uncertainties to the research. However, the respondent can 
adjust the answer to an acceptable or social accepted level. This phenomenon affects the 
validity of a research.  
 
A tired and stressed respondent can circuitously bring sources of errors to the research. There 
is a risk that the respondent answers the question without consideration to his or her real 
opinion.  
 

������7KH�LQVWUXPHQW�
The question’ s formulation ca significant affects the research. An indistinct language, 
sensitive or leading questions are factors that can influence the result. These factors are 
regarded as instrument errors. Tests of the questionnaire and having test interviews are 
superior ways to establish an interview’ s validity.  
 
The emplacement of questions in a questionnaire also affect the result; especially in the 
middle part of the questionnaire where the respondent can be tired and “ just”  pick answers 
without consideration or reading the question. 
 
Numbers of answering alternatives can be another instrumental effect. The reliability can be 
suffering if there are too few answering alternatives whereas too many alternatives can be 
tiring for the respondent.   
      

������7KH�LQWHUYLHZHU��
The interviewer effect is a well known mistake when performing interviews. The respondent 
can be affected by the interviewer’ s cloths, way of acting, age, gender etc. Further, the 
interviewer can interpret the respondent’ s answer wrong. For example, if the interviewer has a 
positive picture of the respondent, answers can be interpreted benevolent.    
 
The choice of an interview sample can be additional one type of interviewer mistake. If the 
interviewer decides the sample by him/herself, it is a risk for choosing a special kind of 
respondents. However, it is important that the interviewer is objective in the choice of sample. 
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������7KH�WKHVLV¶V�VRXUFHV�RI�HUURUV�
Presented source of errors are well considered by the author when performing the interviews. 
The interviews have been held with the same respondent several times, 
therefore, the risk of variation in attitude and randomly influences is minimised.  
 
Used instrument when the author held the interviews has changed. In the end of 
the interviewing process, some topics were discussed. For this reason, the errors 
were minimised.  
 
The interview sample was chosen due to their area of knowledge, hence, the 
source of errors were minimised. The respondent can answer for own interest in a 
subject which require attention and objectiveness from the interviewer when 
performing the interviews. Even so, during the interviews, the respondents have 
confessed own strengths and weaknesses in their job, therefore, the risk with 
misleading information is minimised.         
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�� 3UHVHQWDWLRQ�RI�5H[DP�3/&�
7KLV�FKDSWHU�FRQWDLQV�D�VKRUW�SUHVHQWDWLRQ�RI�5H[DP�3/&�DQG�LWV�KLVWRU\��7KH�PDLQ�SURSRVH�LV�
WR�JLYH�WKH�UHDGHU�NQRZOHGJH�DERXW�WKH�FRPSDQ\���

����%DFNJURXQG��
Rexam PLC consists of many acquired companies. Following chapter presents a brief outline 
of the origin and the company’ s history. PLM is of significance interest for the thesis; 
therefore, its history is presented separate.   
 

�������3/0��
In 1919, PLM was founded by Oscar Laurin. From the beginning PLM produced enamelled 
containers, stainless sinks, saucepans and tin cans.27 The company was also called 
“ Plåtmanufakturen”  which means working in metal.28 1st of October 1955, the beer can was 
introduced on the Swedish market and PLM produce their first can for Stockholm’ s 
Bryggerier, with the brand name Three Towers. PLM also started to deliver cans to Carlsberg 
and Tuborg and in 1979 half of all beers were sold in cans.29   
 
From the beginning the can had standard tin ends and special equipment was required to open 
it. However, in the United States an easy-open can was launched which also was introduced 
on the Swedish market in the mid of the 1960. Nevertheless, 1967, all cans were opened by 
ring pull ends and the can became easy to open. In the same year, the medium-strong beer 
was launched in cans which became a big success in Sweden. The can market increased and 
most breweries offered beer in cans.  
 
In 1970, all breweries offered beer in cans and the market increased. Approximately 25% of 
all sold beers were in cans. The success continued and some new brands were launched. The 
year of 1979, the half amount of sold beers in Sweden was in cans.30 The success of beer in 
cans resulted in launching soft drinks in cans.   
 
The can has had the same look since the development. However, in 1978, it changed. The can 
was produced with smaller bottom and with necked-in. These changes lead to changed raw 
materials, space etc. PLM started to use this technique in 1979 and in 1981 they began to 
build a new production plant in Fosie with the innovative technology.    
 
Furthermore, in 1995 the coloured tab was launched and in 1997, shaped and debossed cans 
were introduced on the market. A new type of end was also introduced which had wider 
opening (large pour opening) and was the first of its type in Europe. The under tab printing 
was another developed feature in 1999 which allowed symbols and text printed under the tab.     
 
 
 

                                                
27 Borg, Henrik, 'HQ�6NnQVND�/LYVPHGHOVLQGXVWULQ��2005 
28 Borg, Henrik, 'HQ�6NnQVND�/LYVPHGHOVLQGXVWULQ��2005 
29 Planlcim, Sören, Ericsson, Hans-Christer, Nylin Göte, %XUNHQV�+LVWRULD�1980 
30 Planlcim, Sören, Ericsson, Hans-Christer, Nylin Göte, %XUNHQV�+LVWRULD�1980 
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������7KH�RULJLQ�RI�5H[DP�3/&�
In London 1881, William Vansittart Bowater established a firm of paper agents and in 1920 
they started its specialisation in newsprints. However, in 1923 the company changed strategy, 
from selling to making paper as well as they changed name to Bowater’ s Paper Mills. This 
old company is a direct predecessor of today’ s Rexam. Rexam characterises of a great deal of 
acquisitions during its history with some strategy changes and diversifications.    
 

������������3/0�EHFDPH�D�SDUW�RI�5H[DP�
In 1999 PLM was acquired by Rexam and a structural change became a fact for PLM. During 
the year 2000 thermo sensitiveness and UV inks that react to temperature were developed as 
new can innovations.���
 
2003 was an immense year for Rexam; it became the world’ s leading beverage can 
manufacturer. Concurrently, Latasa was acquired by Rexam and they became the leading 
producer and supplier of aluminium beverage cans in Brazil, Argentina and Chile. It was also 
the year when Rexam changed its portfolio to value-added instead of the plastic portfolio31.  
 
During 2006, Rexam entered the Middle East market, where they have acquisitioned the 
Egypt based beverage can maker Ecanco.  
 

                                                
31 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
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����*HQHUDO�SUHVHQWDWLRQ��
Rexam PLC is the world’ s fifth largest consumer packaging company with a turnover of £3.4 
billion.32 They supply packaging within beverage, beauty, pharmaceuticals and food markets 
and for a range of other specialist markets including medical, industrial and automotive. 
Rexam has roughly 100 manufacturing plants in more than 20 countries worldwide. They 
work within Europe, the Americas and Asia with ca 25.500 employees. Figure 3.1 shows 
Rexam’ s plants and offices and Figure 3.2 show which market segments they are operating 
on.   
 

 
Figure 3.1 Rexam PLC’ s plants and offices 
 

 
Figure 3.2 Market segments 
 
Rexam provides packaging solutions for many of the world’ s most famous brands. They 
provide their customers with solutions for future needs and knowledge about brand 
strategies33. All markets they are operating on are further presented in this chapter.  

                                                
32 Packaging for the world, Annual report 2005 
33 Packaging for the world, Annual report 2005 
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������9LVLRQ����
Rexam’ s vision is to “ become the leading global consumer packaging company” . Recent 
years, they have concentrated on operations, consolidate presence in niche markets and 
building positions on fast growing markets. Rexam aspire to be large enough to meet 
customer’ s requirements, as well as be regarded as an interesting packaging company.  
 

������7KH�5H[DP�:D\���
The Rexam Way affects the whole company; from the manufacturing, marketing, IT, human 
resource etc and it is a framework for all strategic initiatives. “ Trust, Teamwork, Continuous 
Improvements and Recognition”  are the four principles for The Rexam Way which aims to 
give Rexam competitive advantageous and a frame to realise their vision.      
 

������6WUDWHJ\���
Rexam’ s strategy for the last five years has been to transform into a highly focused and 
leading consumer packaging group. Nowadays, they regard that strategy to be fulfilled. 
However, now they want to strengthen this position on their markets and to achieve this 
Rexam wants to: 
 

• Use innovations to develop new products and service to enhance their offer to exciting 
customers. 

• Being in position in emerging markets such as Brazil, Russia and China. 
• Winning new business from new customers.   

 
They aim to continue with product innovations to enhance the service and provide new 
products to existing and new customers. Rexam also intends to grow by acquisition of 
growing markets and product segments.    
 

������&XVWRPHUV���
Rexam’ s main customers are large consumer packaging companies, e.g., L’ Oreal, Heineken, 
Pepsi, Proctor & Gamble and Unilever. Mutual trust and respect for customers brings loyalty 
to Rexam which gain competitive advantages38. In 2005, twenty of their customers 
corresponded for 68 % of sales and the top ten customers corresponded to 60 % of sales.  
 
 
 
 

                                                
34 Packaging for the world, Annual report 2005 
35 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
36 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
37 Packaging for the world, Annual report 2005 
38 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
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����2UJDQLVDWLRQ��
Rexam can be divided into two business segments, plastic and beverage packages. Each of 
them is shared into smaller divisions and the connections are shown in Figure 3.3. 
 

 
Figure 3.3 Rexam PLC 
 

������3ODVWLF�SDFNDJHV��
Rexam provides standard and customised products for beverage, beauty, pharmaceutical and 
food markets and they are a well known retailer of these products. These market segments are 
grouped together because of common technology as well as having the same customers across 
the business. This brings the capability for synergies in the business 39.  
 
The market for plastic packages is a fast increasing market segment within the packaging 
business, with a growth of approximately 6-7% annually.40 The main strategy for this segment 
is to find attractive niches with high entry cost for competitors, where Rexam can develop 
their customer contacts. Rexam’ s main purpose is an expansion of profitable segments which 
contain of value added applications, technology and good growth opportunities and potential 
for profits41. In 2005, 35 % of Rexam’ s sale came from the packaging plastic business.   
 

��������%HDXW\ ��� ��
Rexam are supplier for many leading beauty brands. They provide the beauty industry with 
packages for fragrances, personal care and make-up, lipsticks, compacts, diapering systems 
for perfumes and lotions etc. Production plants in France, the United States, Brazil, China and 
Indonesia gives a unique position for providing demanded products worldwide. In total they 
have 14 manufacturing plants for beauty products they supplies worldwide. 
 
The beauty plastic packaging market is expected to grow roughly 4-5 % annually of a 
business worth around £4,1 billions. However, the market is still fragmented and the top three 

                                                
39 Packaging for the world, Annual report 2005 
40 Packaging for the world, Annual report 2005 
41 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
42 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
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providers only correspond to 25 % of the market share. Rexam is the fourth leading company 
in this business, with 6 % of the market share.     
 

��������3KDUPDFHXWLFDO ��� ���
For the pharmaceutical market segment, Rexam has their main niche in plastic injections and 
high speed automated assembly. They foremost produce drug and medical devices, metering 
pumps and valves, pharmaceutical primary packaging and diagnostic disposables.44 Rexam 
operates both in Europe as well as in the United States and provide their products worldwide. 
Seven production plants produce products as advanced asthma inhalers, pumps and valves for 
pharmaceutical applications, eye droppers, nasal sprays, pill jars, tablet dispensers, indictable, 
diagnostic disposables, medical device components and assemblies to mention some of their 
products. 
 
The pharmaceutical market is worth 5% of the whole pharmaceutical market which 
approximately is worth US $410 billions. Market drivers are mostly healthcare coverage in 
developing countries. The pharmaceutical packaging market is as the beauty market 
fragmented However, it is expected to consolidate. Today, Rexam is the top three actors on 
this market.  
 

��������3ODVWLF�FRQWDLQHUV ��� ��
PET and PEN beverage packaging are examples of plastics containers that Rexam produces. 
Theses products can be tailored after customer’ s requirements. Rexam offers a wide rang of 
products, e.g. plastics bottles for carbonated soft drinks, mineral water, beer and fruit drinks. 
Rexam has leaded the development of refillable bottles (RefPET). They are still the leading 
producer of these in Europe, where they supply all major soft drink brands. 
 
Rexam has a strong position on the refillable PET bottle market in Northern Europe and their 
new innovations bringing more market shares, especially in Denmark and Norway. They are 
as well the first PET bottle maker for beers. The market of plastic containers regards as a 
niche for Rexam, where they aim to bring innovations for future growing opportunities.   
 

��������&ORVXUHV�DQG�FRQWDLQHUV ��� ��
Closures and containers is another market segment for Rexam. They develop and manufacture 
rigid containers for ambient shelf stable foods across Europe and the United States. Rexam 
provides a broad assortment of products e.g. packages for baby food, ready meals, fruits and 
vegetables, soups, sauces, snacks and pet foods� These packages often contains two packages 
(inner and outer) to ensure the foods quality. Most of their packaging is customised; therefore, 
Rexam constantly develops and improves their packaging solutions.  
 
 

                                                
43 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
44 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
45 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
46 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
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������%HYHUDJH�SDFNDJHV��
Rexam provides the market with beverage packages as cans, glass and plastics bottles, 
pouches and cartons. The packages contain all from vodka to milk, as well as carbonated soft 
drinks.  
 
In average, the usage of beverage packages increases with 4 % annually. Today, beverage 
packages correspond to 15 % of the global usage of packages and the market is worth around 
$45 billions. The increasing usage of beverage packaging is a result of the general trend for 
refillable and recyclable packages and the on-the-go consumption. In 2005, 65 % of the 
company’ s sales came from beverage packages.47 Figure 3.4 shows how the division for 
beverage packages is organised. 

 
Figure 3.4 Beverage packages 
 

��������*ODVV��
In Northern Europe, Rexam has 13 glassworks located in Denmark, Germany, the 
Netherlands, Poland and Sweden. They are market leaders in application of new decorative 
technologies. Rexam customises their products for customer’ s special requirements. Glass is 
an important packaging material because of its features to naturally protect and preserve 
beverage. However, it is also an environmentally friendly material.48 
 
Rexam has their strength in Northern Europe, with 27% of the market share, where they are 
the second largest glass producer in Northern Europe. During 2005, the sales growth with 4%, 
with total sales of £405 millions (if UK should be excluded; the growth should be 7%).  
 
Rexam’ s strategy for the Northern European glass market is to be a part of the consolidation 
of the European glass market. Rexam intends to achieve this strategy by synergies and 
operational excellence.49  
 

                                                
47 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
48 Packaging for the world, Annual report 2005 
49 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
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��������%HYHUDJH�&DQ�
Rexam is the world’ s leading company of beverage cans and the largest producer with more 
than 23 % of the total market share. Rexam is the largest beverage can maker in Europe with 
43 % of the market share, in North America; Rexam is the number three producer with 33 % 
of the market shares. Moreover, in South America Rexam is the market leader with more than 
60 % of the market. In the Far East in China and Korea, Rexam has a small part of the market 
share which they aspire to increase in the future.   
 
Beverage cans gets more and more popular among consumers. They are lightweight, easy to 
chill and keep the carbonate50. Cans are easy to transport and to storage regarding usage of 
space.51 The beverage can market expects to grow with ca 4% annually, where countries as 
Denmark, Spain, Portugal, Russia and the Eastern Europe are expected to grow mostly. 
Particularly, energy drinks are strong market drivers.  
 
Producing cans is a capital intensive industry, where the profit is depending on a high 
utilisation of available capacity. Closures of plants in US and Brazil, line rationalisation for 
Europe are measures to maintain high capacity utilisation.52  
 
Rexam Beverage Can is divided into three divisions, North America and South America and 
Europe & Asia which further are presented. The organisation of Rexam Beverage Can is 
shown in Figure 3.5.  
 

 
 
Figure 3.5 Rexam Beverage Can 
 

���������� %HYHUDJH�&DQ�1RUWK�$PHULFD53�
In the United States, Rexam is the third largest beverage can maker with an annual sold 
volume of 110 billion cans. Rexam has 19 production plants, where two of them are end 
plants. They also have one plant in Mexico. Rexam has 23% of the market share in the US 
and 15 % of Mexico’ s market share.  
 
The US mature market characterises by a low growth rate which lead to their specific 
strategy. Rexam will achieve top-line growth by operational excellence and further become a 
more customer focused organisation. However, new technologies, as changes are in shape, 

                                                
50 Packaging for the world, Annual report 2005 
51 Global Packaging Trends, facts & Insight, Consumer Packaging Report 2003 
52 Packaging for the world, Annual report 2005 
53 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
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colours and sizes has led to innovations and improved profits.54 Nevertheless, Rexam is the 
main supplier to Coca Cola in the US. 
�
���������� %HYHUDJH�&DQ�6RXWK�$PHULFD55��
In South America, Rexam is the leading producer of beverage cans. They offer aluminium 
cans in three different sizes, for various contain. Their location across the continent is 
statically to meet their customer’ s requirements. They have seven production plants (one end 
plant) which are located in Brazil, Chile and Argentina.   
 
From 1997 to 2001 the beverage can market has grown with 12% in Brazil. However, in 2002 
and 2003 they had a return of sales. Sales expect to grow based on the consumption rates of 
cans. In average, Europe used 76 cans per capita, the US 360 and in comparison to South 
America, where they uses 60 cans per capita, Rexam expects an increased sale in South 
America. Nevertheless, if Europe follows the US lifestyle, the demand of cans significant will 
increase in the future.      
�
The main strategy for the South American market is to adjust the capacity to meet demand. 
Rexam want to achieve a constant market growth where their acquisition of Latasa expects to 
give synergies in the end of 2006.   
 

���������� %HYHUDJH�&DQ�(XURSH�	�$VLD56�
Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia is the largest supplier of beverage cans in Europe. With 
their 15 can plants and four end plants, they cover a wide part of Europe, from the UK to 
Turkey. Moreover, they have one production plant in Egypt, one in China and partnership 
with both South Korea and India.57 Figure 3.6 show a map of Rexam’ s production and end 
plants in Europe.  

 
Figure 3.6 Rexam’ s production and end plants in Europe 
                                                
54 Packaging for the world, Annual report 2005 
55 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
56 Homepage, www.rexam.com 
57 Intranet, www.rexam.com 
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Rexam produces both aluminium and steel cans, in 13 different sizes. They provide both 
small stubby cans, slim models to large pint size; they offer the broadest assortment in the 
industry. Beer, fizzy drinks, juices, sports and energy drinks, water, wine, spirit mixes and 
iced coffees are examples of beverages that cans are used for.  
 
The European market has grown approximately 5% during 2004 which includes Germany. 
The German market has been affected by the legal situation of the deposit system in 2003 
which has had a negative impact on the sales. If Germany is excluded, the market growth 
should be around 7 %. The highest growth was in Denmark, Austria, Spain, Portugal, Eastern 
Europe, Russia and Turkey.   
 
Rexam Beverages Can Europe & Asia’ s main strategy is to maintain the dynamic growth in 
the market with at least 5 % (excluding Germany). To achieve this, they going to offer brand 
driven� innovations as well as new applications in growing markets as health and functional 
beverages.� 
 
On the Asian market, the presence in South Korea, China and India will ensure a future 
growth and participating on this market. Nevertheless, the Asian market is developing by a 
good pace.   
 
2UJDQLVDWLRQ�RI�5H[DP�%HYHUDJH�&DQ�(XURSH�	�$VLD�
Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia’ s executive committee has the overall responsibility for 
the organisation. Figure 3.7 shows the organisation of Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia’ s 
executive committee.  
 

 
 
Figure 3.7 Rexam Beverage Can’ s executive committee 
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The sales department in Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia is divided, into different sales 
regions. The vice president for sales, Seth Marthinsson has the overall responsibility for the 
sales organisation. Nevertheless, each sales director is responsibly for its sales area.  
 
Figure 3.8 shows how the sales function is organised. Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia 
has sixteen different sales divisions; United Kingdom, Benelux, Spain, France, Berlin, 
Recklinghausen, Gelsenkirchen, Sweden, Austria, Italy, Ejpovice, Russia, Turkey, Egypt, 
China and India.  
 

�
Figure 3.8 Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia’ s sales function 
 
The organisation of Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia is built upon the idea where all 
production plants are independent departments from their sale areas�� However, each 
production plant has their main sales area, e.g. the production plant in Fosie, Sweden, 
primarily delivers cans for the Nordic and Baltic States. The production plant sells produced 
cans to its main sales department (LRD, limited risk distributor) due to their customer’ s 
demand. Conversely, all LRD buys from different plants to cover all customer demand when 
their major supplier has lack of capacity. 
 
The production department has the same organisation as the sales department. The vice 
president for manufacturing and engineering, Nabil Arbacha is responsible for the 
organisation. Further, each general manager is responsible for its plant. Rexam Beverage Can 
Europe & Asia has seventeen production plants in Europe and Asia. There are Wakefield, 
Milton Keynes, Chieti, Norgara, Dunkeraque, Fosie, Vademorillo, La Selva, Naro Fominsk, 
Manisa, Ejpovice, Enzesfeld, Recklinghausen, Gelsenkirchen, Berlin, Egypt and in China, 
Zhao Qing. The organisation of the production departments shows in Figure 3.9.  
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Figure 3.9 Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia’ s operations organisation 
 
Central planning, a part of the supply chain, is responsible to coordinate the sales departments 
and the production plants. Central planning’ s main task is to synchronise all plants, maintain 
relations between them and support them in their undertakings.  
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��/LWHUDWXUH�VWXG\��
7KLV� FKDSWHU� GHVFULEHV� WKHRULHV� DQG� PRGHOV� ZKLFK� DUH� XVHG� IRU� DQDO\VLQJ� WKH� HPSLULFV��
)UDPHZRUN�IRU�WKLV�WKHVLV¶V�DQDO\VH�FKDSWHU�DUH�WKHRULHV�DQG�PRGHOV�IRU�IRUHFDVWLQJ��PDWHULDO�
SODQQLQJ��VDIHW\�VWRFN��RSWLPDO�RUGHULQJ�TXDQWLWLHV�DQG�FDSDFLW\�SODQQLQJ���

����3ODQQLQJ�	�PDQDJLQJ�ZLWKLQ�D�FRPSDQ\�
Long and short term planning are required in all type of companies. The planning is done with 
different time horizons and detail levels. Adaptability to new trends is one significant factor 
that effect future planning. High flexibility to changes increases the ability to long term 
planning. However, uncertainties increase for long term planning. Likewise, frequently 
changes bring a shorter planning horizon. The relation between different planning horizons 
and detail levels is shown in Figure 4.1.58 
 

 
Figure 4.1 Planning horizons vs. detailed level 
  

������6DOHV�DQG�RSHUDWLRQV�SODQQLQJ����
The sales and operations planning is long term planning, for one year or more. However, the 
planning is not as detailed as for short term planning. Available production capacity, raw 
material and resource allocation are examples of issues on this planning level. Authorities for 
sales and operations planning are set by the company’ s business plan and the sales forecasts 
constitutes as a frame for this planning level.  
 
The sales and operation planning aim to find a balance between available resources/capacity 
and demand. If the demand is larger than available resources; it results in lost sales, decline 
delivery capability, higher costs etc. In the opposite, more free capacity than demand, results 

                                                
58 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
59 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
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in higher stock levels, unnecessary tide up capital and stock holding costs. Low utilisation of 
capacity increases the production cost which entails price reductions or discounts to increase 
the demand.  
 

������0DVWHU�SODQQLQJ����
The master planning’ s main responsibility is to translate the sales and operation planning’ s 
purpose into a production plan for individual products. The master planning specifies number 
of single products which need to be produced during a time period. However, the master 
planning requires more detailed information than the sales and operations planning. It also has 
a shorter planning horizon.  
 
Master planning can be divided into four steps61: 
 

1. Forecasting of future demand. 
2. Generate preliminary delivery schedule, based on forecasts and orders on hand. 
3. Generate a preliminary production plan based on the delivery schedule, stock on hand 

and the size of orders. 
4. Evaluate created plans against existing conditions to realise them.    
5. Realise the achieved plans. 

 
Production and delivery plans are based on forecasted quantities and available stock on hand. 
The master planning is representing the expected production and not the expected demand. It 
shall be regarded as a production plan, not a forecast for expected sales.  
 

������'HWDLOHG�VFKHGXOLQJ����
Detailed scheduling aims to decide when an order shall be produced, within the frame of the 
master planning. Times and quantities are determined for each product to minimise tied up 
capital and increase delivery reliability to customer, as well as optimising the utilisation of 
inter company resources.  
 

�������3URGXFWLRQ�DFWLYLW\�FRQWURO����
The detailed scheduling is a frame for production activity control and placed orders on the 
detailed scheduling level is followed up on this level. The production performance is set 
concurrent as different operations are planned for each production order. Realisation of 
production orders is the main task for this planning level. According to Mattsson and Jonson, 
main responsibilities for the production activity control are: 
 

1. Realise orders in consideration to capacity conditions and throughput.  
2. Guarantee available raw material when a production will start. 
3. According to delivery times and suitable operations, production orders are released.    

                                                
60 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
61 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN�
62 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
63 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
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����)RUHFDVWLQJ�
Forecasting is a method to estimate expected demand in the future. Products with longer total 
production time than expected delivery time needs to be forecasted. Forecasts are built upon 
estimations which general never agree with actual demand. However, it is important to 
minimise the forecasting errors. Forecasts can be created in two manners; estimations and 
calculations. Nevertheless, it is often necessary to work with both of theses methods to get a 
fair estimation of expected sales.   
 
A good forecasting model needs to fulfil following criteria64: 
 
- Stable against random variations in demand. 
- React promptly within systematically changes. 
- Foresee systematically changes. 

 

������0DQXHO�IRUHFDVWV���
Manual forecasts can be helpful to utilise of several reasons. Though, a manual forecast is 
used when known changes going to affect the demand. Changes in price, advertising 
campaigns and new legislation are examples of factor which can bring unexpected changes in 
demand. These unpredicted variations are often difficult to discover for a computer based 
forecasting program. In the case with a computer based forecasting, the forecast needs to be 
manually adjusted. Three different methods for manual forecasting are presented; 
management group, grass roots and pyramid forecasting.   
 

��������0DQDJHPHQW�JURXS ��� ��
When performing a management group forecast, employees on leading positions are together 
creating a forecast. Depending on a company’ s size; different people contributes within the 
creating process. A forecast is often based on gathered sales statistics and other necessary 
information. Advantageously, a management group forecast can be created relatively fast. 
This method is favourable suitable for long run and overall planning. When employees in a 
leading position create the forecast, it brings a significant risk for influences from them, 
instead of employees who work close to the market. Furthermore, all forecasts tend to be 
more wishes than reality.     
 

��������*UDVV�URRWV�OHYHO ��\ �
When accomplish a grass root forecast, sales employees and other who are working close to 
the market do their own forecasts, for one sales area or total expected sales. These 
assessments are collected for a common forecast for expected. Conversely, this method brings 
a great time for work within the forecasting process. However, the person who have most 
contact to the market, also gather the most correct information. Further, they are responsible 

                                                
64 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
65 Axsäter, Sven. (2001) /DJHUVW\UQLQJ 
66 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
67 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
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for the implementation of the forecast. The close cooperation with the market is an 
advantageous for the method.  
 

��������3\UDPLG�IRUHFDVW ��] �
A pyramid forecasting model is a combination of the management group and the grass root 
forecast. Forecast created with the management group method is often regarded as the most 
reliable and is the base for a pyramid forecast. If the grass roots level’ s forecasts diverge from 
the managements group’ s, all individual forecasts are adjusted to the more reliable forecast 
(the management group). The executive group has better understanding for a markets 
development and conjuncture. Therefore, they have better conditions to estimate sales. 
Nevertheless, sales and product managers who create the forecast are not bounded to the 
forecast.   
 

������0HWKRGV�IRU�FDOFXODWLRQ�RI�IRUHFDVWV����
There are several methods for calculation of forecasts which are more or less complicated. 
These methods can be divided into depending and not depending methods. Generally, 
depending methods require more data and work with forecasts than the not depending 
methods.   
�

��������0RYLQJ�DYHUDJH ��^ �
The moving average forecasting method is based on historical consumption. The calculated 
average value is used as a forecast for following periods. When a new forecast is created, the 
oldest demand data is replaced with the most recent value of the demand. Though, numbers of 
periods decisive how well the method works. If several periods are used, the forecast is stable 
against randomly variations. However, it also gives inferior conformity to trends and season 
variations.  
 
Forecasted demand can be calculated from: 
 

Q
QW'W'W'W3 )1(.....)1()(

)1(
+−++++=+    

 
Where; 
 
P(t+1)= forecasted demand, period t+1 
D(t)= actual demand, period t 
n= number of periods  
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��������([SRQHQWLDO�VPRRWKLQJ \�_ �
This method works likely as the moving average method. The main dissimilarity is the way of 
measuring historical data. This method weights the demand data according to the smoothing 
FRQVWDQW�� �� 7KH�FKRLFH�RI� � LV� LPSRUWDQW� DV� WKH number of chosen periods for the moving 
average method regarding randomly variations and consideration to systematicalO\�FKDQJHV�� �
is adjusted to historical data to obtain best suitability.� $� KLJKHU� YDOXH� RI� � JLYHV better 
flexibility to systematically changes, although it is unstable for randomly changes.  
Expected demand is calculated from following expression: 
 

)()1()()1( W3W'W3 ⋅−+⋅=+ αα   
 
Where;  
 
 �VPRRWKLQJ�FRQVWDQW� )10( << α  

 

��������)RFXV�IRUHFDVWLQJ��
A focused forecast is updated when a recent value of demand is received. Simulations are 
done to consider the best appropriate forecasting method for creating a forecast. Nevertheless, 
this method requires a huge availability of data capacity. Two theses summarise the focus 
forecasting method71: 
 
- An easy method works well as an advanced 
- If a method works satisfied one period, the probability it does it the next coming period is 

large.    
 

��������7UHQG�FRUUHFWLRQ `Ja ��
It is easy to consider trends with manual forecasts. However, with mathematical and computer 
based systems, awareness of trends is important when finding a reliable forecast. A forecast 
with trend correction can be calculated from following expression: 
 

7W3*W3 ⋅−++=+
α

α1
)1()1(    

 
Where; 
 

)1( +W3 = trend corrected forecasted demand, period t+1 
)1( +W3* = general forecast for the demand, period t+1 without consideration to trends 

α = smoothing constant  

α
α−1

= correction factor 

T �estimated trend according to comparison between forecasts for different periods  
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In real, the demand is not linear which brings a risk for random variations which can give 
distinctions in the forecast.   
 

��������6HDVRQ�YDULDWLRQV `Jb ��
Seasonal variation is another usual type of systematically changes in demand. Index for 
seasons can be calculated according to following formula: 
 

)(
)(

)( P'
W'W6 =  

 
S(t)= season index, period t 
D(t)= actual demand, period t 
D(m)= mean demand over a year  
 

������)RUHFDVWLQJ�HUURUV�
As mentioned before, forecasting is just an estimation of the demand. The purpose with a 
forecast control is to identify occasional random errors, but also systematically errors. A 
forecast error can be defined as the different between a period’ s forecast and the same 
period’ s actual demand. A positive forecast error indicates a too high forecast and a negative 
difference indicates a too low estimated forecast. The forecast error use calls Mean Absolute 
Deviation (MAD). MAD is a measure of the forecasts spread in relation to actual demand. 
Calculations of MAD are favourable done by following expression: 
 

)1()1()()()( −⋅−+−⋅= W0$'W'W3W0$' αα  

 
Where; 
 
MAD(t) = MAD, period t 
P(t)= forecasted demand, period t 
D(t)= actual demand, period t 
 �VPRRWKLQJ�FRQVWDQW 

 
If the demand is normal distributed, the standard deviation of the demand can be calculated 
as: 
 

0$'V ⋅= 25,1  
 
Furthermore, the lead time’ s standard deviation can be useful for calculations of a safety 
stock. 
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����0DWHULDO�SODQQLQJ��
The material planning’ s main purpose is to find an efficient way to establish deliveries for 
specific quantities and time periods. An effective material planning includes the flow from 
receiving an order to the delivery. Different material planning methods give guidelines for 
purchasing, manufacturing and inventory levels. Moreover, products kept in stock gives the 
possibility to balance the need against availability products in flow. Material planning is about 
answering following four questions74: 
 

1. Which articles should be planned into the production? 
2. Which quantity for each article? 
3. When shall the order be delivered? Directly to customer or to the warehouse? 
4. When shall the article be delivered and when shall it be manufactured? 

 
This chapter contains descriptions of different material planning methods and which 
answering or give support to these four questions. Furthermore, their appropriateness for 
different situations and field of application is discussed for each method. 
 
Each method field of application depends on several factors75;  
 
-Type of demand 
-Demand distribution 
-Product or component orientating  
-Character of demand  
-Order principles 
-Principles for material planning 
-Priority rules  
-Reorganisation capability 
-Type of material plan  
-Time interval between orders  
 
Following material planning methods going to describes in this chapter; reordering level 
system, consumption based replacing system, planning with cover time, material requirement 
planning and cyclical production planning.  
 

������5HRUGHULQJ�OHYHO�V\VWHP�������
Reordering level systems is a common name for one type of material planning’ s method. This 
type of planning system regards as an easy method to understand and one of the most 
commonly used in the industry.  
 
The available quantity in stock compares to a reference point, called reordering level. A new 
production is initiated if the stock falls below the reordering level. Time for delivery is set as 
today’ s date plus the article’ s lead time. The reordering level corresponds to expected demand 
during the lead time. Figure 4.2 shows the design of a reordering level system.  
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Figure 4.2 Reordering level system  
 
A reordering level system is favourable used for products with independent demand without 
underlying dependent components.  
 
Managing finished products and spare parts, is this system’ s main field of application. 
However, it is also suitable for highly frequent cheap articles, as screws and nuts, where the 
reordering time is short. The reordering level system is a good planning method for 
customised production and for difficult forecasted articles. 
  
The reordering level decides according to the summation of safety stock and expected demand 
during the lead time. Demand with trend and seasons variations, brings changes within the 
system and the reordering level needs to be adjusted for theses variations. In cases with 
significant variations in demand this method needs to be considered. Therefore, another 
material planning method can be favourable used. Capacity limitation is another factor that 
needs to be concerned when using this material planning system. This method does not take 
capacity into consideration and enough capacity is required when using this method.  
 
Decision rule: A new order is placed when the stock plus possible planned arrivals has 
followed below the reordering level. Time for delivery is today’ s date plus the article’ s lead 
time.  
 
Following formula is used for calculation of the reordering level:  
 

/'665/ ⋅+=  
 
Where; 
 
RL= reordering level 
SS=safety stock  
D=demand per period 
L=lead time 
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������&RQVXPSWLRQ�EDVHG�UHSODFLQJ�V\VWHP���
Consumption based replacing system works in the opposite way to a reordering system. This 
system reorders with specific time intervals and with varying order quantities. The delivery 
time of an order is in the end of next refilling period. However, changes in demand carry 
modifications in the system. To meet the expected service level, the system must be updated 
with modifications for adjustment to changes. Figure 4.3 shows a consumption based 
replacing system.  
  

 
 
Figure 4.3 Consumption based replacing system 
 
For calculating the replacing level, following formula is used: 
 

( ) 66/2'5/ ++⋅=  
 
Where; 
 
RL= reordering level 
D=demand  
O= ordering interval� 
L= lead time 
SS= safety stock 
S=stock level  
 
The ordering quantity (Q) is calculated from; 
 

65/4 −=  
 
Decision rule: The difference between the reordering level and actual physical stock 
corresponds to the reordered quantity. Time for delivery time is in the end of next stock cycle.  
 
This system is advantageous used for companies with independent needs and articles made 
immediately sales. However, either this method takes capacity in consideration and the 
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method works best in cases when capacity is no obstruction. The method’ s main 
advantageous is its capability to coordinate deliveries and sequences.   
 

������3ODQQLQJ�ZLWK�FRYHULQJ�WLPH���
A cover time planning system reminds about a standard reordering system. The prominent 
different is they way of measuring a product’ s demand. The system is built upon comparisons 
of time instead of quantities which often gives better understanding of the demand and time 
for reordering.    
 
A new order is initiated when the cover time minus the safety time is less than required cover 
time. Conversely, this system does not take existing order reservations into consideration. 
Nevertheless, these orders regards as a part of the demand during the lead time. This system 
has the same benefits and difficulties as the reordering system. Calculations of a cover time 
show when the stock needs to be refilled. This system regards as a proactive system.   
 
Advance production planning can be performed by generating new orders even if the cover 
time are longer than the sum of reordering time and safety time. This method can easily be 
used for priorities; the article with shortest cover time shall be produced first. Calculation of 
cover time is an alternative to material requirement planning, where the articles have a 
deduced require, instead of here, independent require. This method is foremost favourable for 
articles with unknown demand, continuous need of material, small batches and short flow.    
 
Decision rule: A new order is initiated when the cover time minus the safety time is less than 
the replacement time. The delivery time is set as today’ s date plus the articles lead time.  
 

������0DWHULDO�UHTXLUHPHQWV�SODQQLQJ��053����
Material requirement planning is regarded as a more complex material planning method than 
other methods. However, it is the most correct method for articles with derived need and for 
standard products. This method renders the possibility to trace need of material within 
different structural relations.  
 
In the opposite too other methods, this method plan the production and deliveries as late as 
possible. It is a market and product oriented method, where new orders are generated from 
customer needs or production plans. Capacity limitation is not taken into consideration when 
planning an order. The purpose is to reach an optimal material flow. When using this system, 
the delivery times, is a base for priorities.  
 
This method is favourable used in planning environments with derived needs. Material for 
final products, as raw materials, purchased components and own produced details and semi-
manufactured articles are typical item for a MRP system. It is also good to use for products 
with high refining value and its advantageous increases with higher product complexity.  
 
This method can be an alternative to a reordering level systems, the consumption based 
system and the cover time planning system. It is also advantageous to use for reserved orders 
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and seasonal variation demand. However, this method’ s advantageous decreases with more 
unexpected demand and special orders.   
    

������&\FOLFDO�SURGXFWLRQ�SODQQLQJ���
Cyclical production planning is the only method which considers capacity limitations. 
Articles for planned production are placed into a cyclical schedule. The method is appropriate 
for articles with high value and with high manufacturing frequency, where the production 
schedule is repeatable with cyclical patterns.  
 
The length of a period need to be chosen to a calendar year divided by 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 etc, where 
each production area needs its own cyclical period. These periods needs to be coordinated, 
depending on geometrical series. For example, if the demand depends upon seasonality, the 
production is injured to full capacity even during low season. However, there cannot be need 
of high flexibility when using this system.  
 
To create an effective production pattern, there are some steps to follow: 
 

1. Expected yearly demand (D) for each article needs to be calculated. Together, the 
added quantity brings full capacity for a production group. 

2. According to Wilson’ s formula for an optimal order quantity (q), q is calculated for 
each article. 

3. Calculate manufacturing frequency (D/q) series per year. 
4. Chose the closest higher number of the manufacturing frequency for each article from 

the series 2n series/year. 
5. Establish some alternative production schedules. One period needs to cover at least the 

time for changeovers and the operation time. These different timetable needs to be 
evaluated and compared to the total cost for different situations.  

 
When a cyclical production order is established it is easy and rational to use. On the other 
hand, it has a strong need of support systems. Nevertheless, the capacity consideration is the 
main advantage with this method.  
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������&RPSDULVRQ�EHWZHHQ�GLIIHUHQW�PDWHULDO�SODQQLQJ�PHWKRGV�
Different methods can be useful in different situations. Figure 4.4 describes which method 
that is useful in different situations.   
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Figure 4.4 Material planning method’ s field of application81  
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����2UGHULQJ�TXDQWLWLHV�
Ordering quantities are important to consider of several reasons. Only producing an actual 
need is in several cases not optimal and it is often not suitable or possible to produce a single 
need for each period. Historical, many different methods to design an optimal ordering 
quantity have been developed. Some of these methods are presented in this chapter. 
Minimisation of the ordering costs and tied up costs is the fundamental idea within these 
methods. Nevertheless, some essential differences separate theses methods from each other. 
They can be classified according to fix or varying order quantity, but also with consideration 
to fix or varying time intervals.  
 

������$FFRUGLQJ�WR�UHTXLUHPHQW����
The order quantity corresponds to a unique call of and the ordered quantity only corresponds 
to a required quantity for one single period. Usage of this method brings no tied up capital and 
no stock holding costs. However, this ordering procedure often brings small order quantities, 
where the articles are reordered fairly often. This method can best be utilised for expensive 
goods and for just-in-time deliveries.      
 

������(VWLPDWHG�RUGHU�TXDQWLW\���
This method is based on a fixed ordering quantity evaluated from experienced based 
knowledge. For every reordering instance a new quantity is estimated. Theoretical, it is 
impossible to estimate a correct balance between the ordering costs and the tied up capital 
cost for each reordering period. Primarily, this method is useful for uncomplicated 
circumstances, for example, when system support is missing, undeveloped, or when 
information for calculations is missing. However, a new update process for each reordering 
period brings a lot of work which can led to mistakes.    
 

������(FRQRPLFDO�RUGHU�TXDQWLW\��(24����
Wilson’ s formula for an optimal economical order quantity is the most common and used 
method to calculate a fix and optimal order quantity. This method aims to obtain a total 
minimal cost for the stock holding and the ordering cost. The model is based on following 
assumptions: 
 

- The demand per unit time (D) is constant and known. 
- The lead time for inventory replenishment is constant and known. The storage is filled 

instantaneous with the whole order quantity during arrivals to storage.  
- The ordering cost (S) or the setup cost is constant, known and independent of the order 

quantity.  
- The stock holding cost per unit and unit time is constant, known and independent of 

the order quantity ( &, ⋅ ). 
- No shortages are allowed. 
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- The price or cost for each unit is constant, known and independent of order quantity 
and place of purchase.  

 
Moreover, there is no need of having a safety stock when the order quantities, the demand and 
the lead time are known and constant. This entails the maximum order quantity (Q) and a 
mean stock level of (Q/2). Figure 4.5 shows a typical pattern of the stock cycle. Demand per 
unit time (D) brings consumption of one ordering quantity during one time period (Q/D) 
which corresponds to a stock cycle. A yearly ordering cost is the mean stock level multiplied 
by yearly stock keeping cost ( &, ⋅ ).   
 

 
Figure 4.5 Stock cycle (saw tooth curve)    
 
The total yearly ordering cost is expressed by: 
 

64
'&,47& ⋅+⋅⋅=

2
  

 
D= demand per unit time  
S= cost per ordering occasion 
I= cost for articles kept in stock 
C= value of an article per stock unit 
 
The total cost function is minimised to receive an optimal ordering quantity: 
 

&,
6'4 c d4e

⋅
⋅⋅= 2
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Figure 4.6 The total cost, ordering cost and stock keeping cost 
 
Figure 4.6 shows the total cost, the ordering cost and the stock�keeping cost. Close to the 
optimum of the total cost the curve it is very flat which means that the total cost does not 
changes significant for small differs in the order quantity. As a result, the model is not 
sensitive for variations.    
 

������(VWLPDWHG�UHTXLUHG�FRYHULQJ�WLPH����
This method is based on covering time planning. Time intervals are chosen according to the 
time interval a specific need shall be covered. It corresponds to intact planning periods, for 
example weeks or days. Number of periods is chosen with consideration to experienced based 
knowledge. These estimations are foremost based on expected sales, price and available 
recourses. An order quantity is calculated with consideration to numbers of periods and 
expected need during each period. Each article or classification group gets a set covering 
time. The reordering quantity varies and changes from time to times, to cover exposed 
covering time.    
 

������(FRQRPLFDO�UHTXLUHG�FRYHULQJ�WLPH���
The main different between estimated and economical required covering time, is the way of 
settle the cover time. The economical required covering time is calculated according to the 
optimal order quantity and subsequently be transformed into a time perspective. Firstly, an 
optimal order quantity (EOQ) is calculated. Further, the economical required covering time 
(ERCT) is obtained from: 
 

'
(24(5&7 =  

Where; 
 
D= mean demand per period 
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Theoretical, this method is more correct than an estimated method for deciding the covering 
time.  
 

������6LOYHU�0HDO¶V�DOJRULWKP�
Silver-Meal’ s algorithm is one of the most used methods for calculating dynamical order 
quantities. The EOQ models assume constant demand. However, there are different models to 
use for variation in demand over different periods. Fixed quantity, time intervals and discrete 
distributions are characterises of the Silver-Meal algorithm, but also other dynamical 
methods. By using this method, the ordering quantity varies and the total cost is calculated for 
each period. This algorithm can be solved by dynamic programming.87  
 
As the other methods, Silver-Meal’ s algorithm is built upon a balance between the sum of the 
ordering and the stock keeping cost. When a new order is placed, considerations needs to be 
made between producing a small batch without stock keeping cost, or a larger batch with 
stock keeping costs.  
 
Decision rule: to get an optimal order quantity it needs to cover a whole time period. There 
are two alternatives for each period, to order needed demand plus future periods, or using 
products kept in stock from a previous period88.   
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A= ordering cost  
di=demand for period i=1,2….  
h= stock keeping cost per unit and period �
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����6DIHW\�VWRFN��
Safety stock and safety time are different ways to assure a company from uncertainties. The 
safety stock assures a company from fluctuations in demand during the lead time. Material 
planning is often associated with uncertainties as changed demand, order quantities, 
confidence to suppliers, deliveries on time etc��Theses uncertainties can be divided into two 
groups; time or quantity dependent. When an optimal order quantity is calculated, a proper 
safety stock can be established. The demand is assumed to be normally distributed and 
deterministic, even if actual demand is stochastic.  
 

������0DQXHO�HVWLPDWHG�VDIHW\�VWRFN����
The easiest way to dimension a safety stock is by manual estimations based on experience. 
Theses estimations consider cost of tied up capital and stock keeping costs as well as 
consequences for shortages.  
 

������6DIHW\�VWRFN�EDVHG�RQ�6(59��
SERV1 defines as the percentages of demand that can be satisfied immediately from stock 
during a time period90. The expression for SERV1 corresponds to the probability that a 
delivery is on time. However, SERV1 has some disadvantages; it takes no consideration to the 
size of an order quantity. If the order quantity is large, it covers the demand for a long time 
period and it does not matter if the service level is low, because the deliveries are so 
infrequently.91         
 
The size of the safety stock can be calculated from the standard deviation of the demand 
during the lead time multiplied by a safety factor. This factor corresponds to the accepted 
probability for a shortage during a period.  
 
Following expression can be used to measuring a safety stock92: 
 

h4iN66 σ⋅=  
 
Where: 
 
SS = safety stock 
k = safety factor 
σ = the demand’ s standard deviation during the lead time 
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With an already high service level, to reach a higher, results in increased tied up capital.  
Table 4.1 show the relation between different service level and safety factors.  
 
6HUYLFH�
��

6DI HW\ �
)DFWRU�

50 0 
75 0,67 
80 0,84 
85 1,04 
90 1,28 
95 1,65 
98 2,05 
99 2,33 

99,5 2,57 
99,99 4 

Table 4.1 Relation between the service level and the safety factor 
 

������6DIHW\�VWRFN�EDVHG�RQ�6(59��
SERV2 defines as the probability that a customer does not has to wait, part of the demand that 
can be meet direct from stock93. In the opposite of SERV1, this method takes consideration to 
numbers of periods per year. However, the method is also more mathematical advanced than 
SERV1.  
 

)(](j4k ⋅σ , express the expected number of shortages per storages cycles, where l4mσ  is the 
demand’ s standard deviation during the lead time and E(z) an expression for the service level. 
SERV2 can be calculated from following expression: 94 
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Where; 
 
D=demand per year 
p4qσ = the demand’ s standard deviation during lead time 

Q= mean order quantity 
 
To solve E(z), following expression can be used: 
 

r4s
46(59](

σ
⋅−= )21(

)(  

The safety stock is decided with the same expression as for SERV1,  
 

=6/ t4u ⋅= σ  
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������6DIHW\�VWRFN�EDVHG�RQ�FRVW�RSWLPLVDWLRQ���
A high safety stock decreases the shortage cost, but increase the tied up capital costs. From 
these costs, an optimisation can be done according to find the lowest total cost. Mattsson and 
Jonson had defined a formula for the probability that a shortage will not occur during a period 

(a shortage leads to lost demand): 

'
4&$6&

6&N
⋅+

=)(φ  

Where:  
 
SC= shortage cost per unit 
CA= tied up capital 
D=demand per unit time 
k= safety factor 
Q=order quantity 
 
If a shortage occurs it leads to a rest order, following expression can be used:  

6&'
4&$N

⋅
⋅−= 1)(φ   

  
This expression can be used for all demand distributions. 
 

������&RPSDULVRQ�EHWZHHQ�GLIIHUHQW�66�PHWKRGV���
Figure 4.7 shows a comparison between different safety stock methods.  
 

'HPDQG�9DULDEOHV�)HDWXUHV�
(VWLPDWHG�
4XDQWLW\� 6(59�� 6(59��

&RVW�
2SWLPLVDWLRQ�

Consideration to demand variations Institutive Yes Yes Yes 
Consideration to number of shortages No No Yes Institutive 
Consideration to service level No Yes Yes No 
Consideration to actual incremental 
cost Institutive No No Yes 
Figure 4.7 Comparison between different safety stock methods  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
95 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
96 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
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������6HDVRQDOLW\�DQG�VWRFN�OHYHOV�
With a seasonal demand, the demand and stock level curve lock different from a normal 
demand and stock cycle curve.97 The seasonal demand and the stock level curve are shown in 
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9.  
  

 
Figure 4.8 Cyclical demand curve 
 

 
Figure 4.9 Stock level curve for cyclical demand  
 
Companies that meet seasonal demand often have a more complex production situation than 
companies with uniform demand. Often, companies that meet seasonal demand have 
insufficient capacity to meet all demand during the peak season. These companies need to 
produce to stock during the off peak season in anticipation of high demand during the peak 
season.98 Academic literature gives no appropriate models for calculations of safety stocks 
when meeting seasonal demand and it is a general lack of guidelines for making appropriate 
decisions. To optimise the stock building and the safety stock three questions need to be 
answered:  
 

��� :KHQ�VKDOO�WKH�VWRFN�EXLOGLQJ�VWDUW"�
 
Time for start the stock building is a critical factor when producing to stock. A too 
early start of the stock building process results in a risk for exceed of the inventory 
that might be held to the peak season. However, if the production to stock process 

                                                
97 Aronsson, Håkan. Ekdahl, Bengt. Oskarsson, Björn. (2003) Modern Logistik - för ökad lönsamhet   
98 Krane, S.D & Braun, S.N., (1991) 3URGXFWLRQ�VPRRWKLQJ�HYLGHQFH�IURP�SK\VLFDO�GHPDQGV�VXEMHFW�WR�VHDVRQDO�
YDULDWLRQV�

Time 

    Stock Level 

 Time     

Demand 
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starts to late, lost sales might be a risk.99 The trade off between the lost sales cost and 
one period’ s stock holding cost indicates that at the peak season, a stock level close to 
the traditional is appropriate.100 
 

 
��� :KLFK�SURGXFWLRQ�PL["�

 
To reduce the cost of stock outs and markdowns, products with relatively predictable 
demand should be made in advance to make sure available manufacturing capacity for 
unpredictable manufacturing during the peak season.101 The product mix in stock is 
important to consider, when it is not unusual that some companies have a large stock 
of one material and can be a significant backlog for other materials.102   

 
��� 3ULRULWLHV�ZKHQ�VKRUWDJHV�RI�FDSDFLW\"��

 
When the plan fails, produce the money makers and demanded products.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

                                                
99 Metters, R (1998) *HQHUDO�UXOHV�IRU�SURGXFWLRQ�SODQQLQJ�ZLWK�VHDVRQDO�GHPDQG��
100 Metters, R (1998) *HQHUDO�UXOHV�IRU�SURGXFWLRQ�SODQQLQJ�ZLWK�VHDVRQDO�GHPDQG 
101M.L.Fischer, J.H. Hammond, W.R. Obermeyer, A.Raman, (1994) 0DNLQJ� VXSSO\� PHHW� GHPDQG� LQ� DQ�
XQFHUWDLQ�ZRUOG  
102 Berry, W, L., Vollman, T.E., Whybark, D.C., (1979), Master Production Sceduling; Principles and Practises  
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������0HDVXULQJ�RI�VHUYLFH����
SERV1 and SERV2 can easily be evaluated by mathematical methods. However, these 
methods take no consideration to soft factors as customisation, information and flexibility. 
These factors are not easy to measure, but they are important as other factor that measures the 
service level.  
 

��������'HOLYHU\�UHOLDELOLW\�
Delivery reliability is measured from the number of deliveries on time divided by total 
number of deliveries. However, the definition “ on time”  varies between different companies; 
it depends on different products and how time critic they are. Delays can be accepted for some 
companies, nevertheless in cases it is only accepted in the right hour.    
   

Delivery reliability (%) = 100⋅GHOLYHULHVRIQXPEHUWRWDO
WLPHRQGHOLYHULHVRIQXPEHU

 

�

��������'HOLYHU\�GHSHQGDELOLW\�
Expected time for deliveries is essential to consider. It is important to deliver right things and 
with right quality. Delivery dependability is a way of measuring that.   
 

Delivery dependability (%) = 100⋅GHOLYHULHVRIQXPEHUWRWDO
GHOLYHULHVFRPSOHWRIQXPEHU

 

 
The definition of a “ complete order”  can vary also for this measuring method.  
 
Common for these methods is to measure the performance and how well the company is 
satisfying the demand from customers. 
 

������6KRUWDJH�FRVW������
Different costs can arise when the customers require a product and it is not kept in stock. 
These costs are very difficult to measure. If there are no disadvantageous for a customer to 
wait, they order can be delivered later. However, if a customer cancels the order, the profit 
contribution is lost, but also goodwill is lost for the company. However, lost of goodwill is 
especially difficult to measure.  In some cases, the shortage cost can be measured. For 
example, when a company needs to buy the component or the product from a competitor or 
inter company, the shortage cost is the difference between the prices.  
 

                                                
103 Aronsson, Håkan. Ekdahl, Bengt. Oskarsson, Björn. (2003) Modern Logistik - för ökad lönsamhet   
104 Axsäter, Sven. (2001) /DJHUVW\UQLQJ 
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����&DSDFLW\�SODQQLQJ����
Capacity planning aims to balance available capacity against need. Decisions concerning 
capacity regard both size of volumes and when they have to be produced. It is important to 
balance the capacity to meet expected demand. Higher capacity than demand results in lost 
sale and a lower demand results in stock keeping costs. Comparison between available 
capacity and the need of capacity is the starting point for capacity planning.  
 

������&DSDFLW\�SODQQLQJ�RQ�GLIIHUHQW�SODQQLQJ�OHYHOV��
The procedure for capacity planning often starts with a calculation of needed capacity, in 
comparison to existing capacity. This calculation results in an ideal capacity need which is 
important to reach for the sales and operation planning. If the production planning is done due 
to maximal capacity, decisions regarding expansion of capacity cannot be based on actual 
orders from customers and deliveries. It would not give enough information for a cost 
optimisation of increasing or decreasing the capacity, respective increasing the stock or to 
produce less than the market demands.   
   

��������6DOHV�DQG�RSHUDWLRQ�SODQQLQJ�
Capacity planning on this level is based on needs and deliveries in the future. Expected 
demand and deliveries are normally based on forecasts. Long time planning for one year or 
more carries an opportunity to change available capacity. Decisions on this level mostly 
regard investment of new production plants or discontinuation.  
 

��������0DVWHU�SODQQLQJ�
As on the sales and operation planning level, the master planning is based on forecasts.  It is a 
half to one years planning horizon and the ability to adjust the capacity is more limited than 
for the sales and operating planning. Decisions regarding capacity are limited to some product 
groups to combat bottle necks.     
 

��������'HWDLOHG�SODQQLQJ�
A decision of capacity is bound to released or planned production orders. Typical planning 
horizon for this level is one or two months and the ability to adjust the capacity are even more 
limited on this level.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
105 Mattsson, Stig-Arne & Jonson, Patrik. (2003) 3URGXNWLRQVORJLVWLN 
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������6WUDWHJLHV�IRU�FDSDFLW\�DGMXVWPHQW����
All companies experience variations in the demand, sometimes it increases and sometimes it 
decreases. The unbalance between capacity and demand can in some cases be handled by 
increasing or decreasing the stock. If these actions are impossible capacity adjustments have 
to be done. Some different strategies can be used; leading- or following strategy. These 
strategies are shown in Figure 4.10.  
 

 
�
Figure 4.10 Leading and following strategy 
�

��������/HDGLQJ�VWUDWHJ\�
This is a proactive strategy, where the capacity is higher (lower) before the demand will 
increase (decrease). When the demand is increasing, this method brings flexibility in volume 
which bring possibilities to gain market shares and the business can grow. However, this 
method carries a lot of risks regarding free capacity.  
 

��������)ROORZLQJ�VWUDWHJ\���
This is a reactive strategy. New investments are planned firstly when a change in demand is 
reality. It has low volume flexibility when the demand increasing, a high stock level is 
required to not lose market shares. This method results in a general higher average stock 
level. However, this method decreases the risk of costs for abound of capacity.  
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������$GMXVWPHQWV�IRU�FDSDFLW\�XWLOLVDWLRQ���
There are strategies for capacity adjustments. Mattsson and Jonson have described two 
strategies; compensation- and adjustment strategy.  
 

��������&RPSHQVDWLRQ�VWUDWHJ\�
The compensation strategy aims to maximise the usage of storage and time for deliveries, to 
reach a uniform capacity utilisation. However, the capacity is not adjusted to the demand. The 
production volume can be calculated from following formula: 
 

Production volume per period = SHULRGVSODQQLQJRIQXPEHU
YROXPHGHOLYHU\FNLQJRLQJVWRRFNRXWJRLQJVW +−

 

  
It is important to control the stock and keep away from a negative stock level during the peak 
periods. Avoiding costs for capacity adjustments is an advantageous with this method. 
Nevertheless, the major disadvantageous is the stock building during low seasons and the tied 
up of capital. The characteristics of the compensation strategy are shown in Figure 4.11. 

 
 
Figure 4.11 The compensation capacity strategy 
 

��������$GMXVWHG�VWUDWHJ\�
When using this strategy the capacity utilisation is adjusted to the demand from time to time. 
The strategy’ s characteristics are shown in Figure 4.12. 

 
 
Figure 4.12 Adjusted capacity strategy  
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��(PSLULFV�
This chapter present gathered data from the research at Rexam Beverage Can 
Europe & Asia, foremost the production plant in Fosie. It aims to present the 
different functions of production planning within the company and how they 
work.   

����3ODQQLQJ�	�PDQDJLQJ�WKH�RUJDQLVDWLRQ�
The Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia is a large organisation, where central planning (a 
part of the supply chain division) aims to coordinate the organisation, foremost the sales and 
the production department. Figure 5.1 shows the relation between central planning, LRDs and 
production plants.   
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.1 Relation between central planning, LRDs and plants 106 
 

������6DOHV�DQG�RSHUDWLRQ�SODQQLQJ�
Rexam’ s executive committee in Luton, England (introduced in chapter 3.3.2.2.3) is 
performing the sales and operations planning. 
   

������0DVWHU�SODQQLQJ�
The master planning is a tactical managing level within the company and is performed at each 
production plant and LRD. The regional sales manager and the general manager are 
responsible for performing the master planning for its area. Central planning’ s role is to 
coordinate all the LRDs and the production plants, where the line load is a tool for 
communication between the master planning and detailed planning.   
  

��������&HQWUDO�SODQQLQJ¶V�UROH���
Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia is organised so central planning coordinating all LRDs 
and production plants. Central planning main task is to synchronise all plants and maintain 
relations as well as support them in their undertakings.��
                                                
106 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
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Centrals planning’ s ambition is to surpass customers demand, optimise/minimise the stock 
level, ease manufacturing issues and eliminate surprises. To achieve theses ambitions 
teamwork, communication, clear responsibilities, clear procedures and discipline are issues to 
reach these goals.107  
 
Central planning has the responsibility to manage all sixteen independent LRDs. However, 
eleven of they are connected to each other. Figure 5.2 shows the complexity of the relations 
between the LRDs. Therefore, central planning is important in order to maintain command 
within the organisation.  
 

 
Figure 5.2 Inter company connections 
 
Central planning gather each production plant’ s and LRD’ s information regarding expected 
production, sales etc each month. Collected information is compiled into a line load which is 
the foundation for the planning in the sector. However, central planning has no possibilities to 
control the reliability of collected information.108 
 

��������7KH�OLQH�ORDG�
The line load contains information about forecasts of production, sales and support for 
coming months but also historical data from past months. Inter company support is important; 
especially due to the capacity distribution since all plants do not produce all can sizes. For 
example, Fosie only produces 330 and 500 ml cans and therefore need support of 250, 440 ml 
cans.   
 
 

                                                
107 Interview, Leif Nilsson  
108 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
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��������,QIRUPDWLRQ�H[FKDQJH�
The organisation is built upon an idea where each production plant and LRD gives 
information to central planning regarding the macro environment. Central planning collects 
and sort information which later is sent out as a line load. From the outlined line load, each 
plant and LRD translates the information into a micro environment.109 Possible problems for 
the LRDs and the production plants are discussed with central planning. The procedure for 
performing the line load and the interaction between central planning, LRDs and production 
plant is shown in Figure 5.3.  
 

 
Figure 5.3 Central planning’ s interaction with LRDs and plants 
 
Each production plant has own responsibility for production planning, regarding time for 
production and batch sizes. Every production plant needs to assure deliveries in time to 
customers with consideration to available capacity.  
 

������'HWDLOHG�VFKHGXOLQJ�
The detailed scheduling is achieved in Fosie, Sweden, where the department for sales 
administration is an important performer on this managing level.  
 

��������6DOHV�DGPLQLVWUDWLRQ�
The sales administrators are the customer’ s first contact and they take care of most of all 
customer contact on an operational level. In Fosie, each sale administrator has own customers 
to provide with desired information and assure their need of assist regarding placing orders, 
delivery information etc.  
 
All customers have their own procedure for order releasing. When a production order is sent 
to Rexam, the sales administrator registers it in the SAP system. Therefore, it is a released 
order. In most cases, the call off is compared to available balance and when shortages occur, 
the design is placed into the production plan. However, during the off peak season, Rexam 
mostly produces to stock to meet future demand.  
 

                                                
109 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
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������3URGXFWLRQ�DFWLYLW\�FRQWURO��
At the production plant in Fosie, the production planner is responsible for the production 
activity control. This responsibility includes priority control according to call offs, shortages, 
capacity conditions and available production orders. 
 
�
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����)RUHFDVWLQJ��
A forecast is an expectation of the future and does often not give exact values. However, it 
can be a useful guideline for all companies. Rexam does forecast both for expected sales and 
production, due to the need of settle an appropriate capacity distribution. 
 

������)RUHFDVWLQJ�VDOHV�
Sales in the can industry are depending on seasonal demand. Naturally, sales of beverages are 
higher when the weather is good. However, length of the summer period can be another factor 
that affects sales, for example, a long summer period results in higher sales and vice versa.   
 
Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show external sales, i.e. sales to the Nordic customers, 
except inter company sales. As the figures show, the demand varies with seasonality. 
Statistics of sales show trends of increased sales during the recent years and the peak season 
tends to reach longer into the autumn. According to the statistics, the statistical highest sales 
use to be in June.  
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Figure 5.4 Sales year 2004 to 2006 of 33 centilitre 
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Figure 5.5 Sales year 2004 to 2006 of 50 centilitre 
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Figure 5.6 Total sales year 2004 to 2006 
 
The boarder shop in Germany and the new legislation in Sweden concerning deposit of cans 
have together with other factors brought and large increased sales 2006. The new legislation 
supposes to correspond to additional 100 millions cans sold sales during this year.110  Further, 
the boarder shop has for long time been uncertain. However, sales on the boarder shops 
correspond to approximately 800-900 million cans of the total expected sales of 2,6 billions 
cans.111 Nevertheless, the boarder shops have increased sales significant and are expected to 
even increase the forthcoming years.      
 

������'HVFULSWLRQ�RI�5H[DP¶V�IRUHFDVWLQJ�V\VWHP��
For the monthly outlined line load, the sales & customer service manager projects expected 
sales with the Antvision’ s forecasting function. An expected sale is reported to central 
planning, where the sales forecast together with other gathered information result in the line 
load. The line load is also updated with actual values of opening stock, production, support of 
cans, customer sales, inter company sales, and closing stock for the last month.  
 

��������$QWYLVLRQ¶V�IRUHFDVWLQJ�PHWKRG ����� ��
Sales statistics are acquired from the SAP system monthly. The last year’ s sale is the base for 
the forecasts. In order to bring seasonal adjustments into consideration, the expected sale 
during the peak season, January to August, are estimated by a percentage rate. This rate is the 
expected value of how much out of total sales that are expected to occur in January to August. 
The percentage rate differs for different customers, depending on the customer’ s sales curve 
but also market they are operating at.113 However, the forecast is as well experience based and 
is often adjusted manual.114 If the deviation between two months is large, the system adjusts 
the expected sale for the upcoming months. The calculated forecast is also compared to the 
customer’ s forecasts. However, a customer often overestimates their forecasts in the 
beginning of the year to ensure availability of cans during the rest of the year.115 Antvision’ s 

                                                
110 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
111 Interview, Christian Nilsson 
112 Interview, Gunilla Linde 
113 Interview, Christian Nilsson 
114 Interview, Anders Borgström 
115 Interview, Christian Nilsson 
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forecasting model consider seasonality, however, adjustments for trends is missing.116  A 
further explanation of the Antvision system is presented in chapter 5.2.2.1.  
 

��������)RUHFDVW�HUURUV�
Forecast errors are evaluated month by month and possible deviations are analysed for each 
LRD. The deviations are normally small for the LRD in Sweden.117 However, estimations for 
longer time periods often have reasonably larger deviations, but it is nothing Rexam is 
measuring. For example, Rexam does not evaluate the forecast from January to June. 
However, it is especially difficult to forecast sales on an increasing market. Extracts from the 
budgets and the forecasts (line loads) from 2006 are shown in Table 5.1. The table show 
several line loads, e.g. 2+10, is the forecast for March to December, made in the beginning of 
March. Further, the line load for 5+7 is the forecasted values for June to December, when the 
actual value for January to May is known. The table show the overestimated share in 
comparison to actual value. However, actual sales for October, November and December is 
not considered.  
  

 
Table 5.1 Extract of the budget and the sales forecasts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
116 Interview, Christian Nilsson 
117 Interview, Christian Nilsson 
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������)RUHFDVWLQJ�RI�SURGXFWLRQ��
The line load contains a forecast of expected production level each month. The forecast is 
performed according to following parameters; rated speed, efficiency, hourly running speed, 
daily output, potential monthly output, monthly output, line OEE and idle time. Figure 5.7 
shows total production for year 2004 to 2006.  
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Figure 5.7 Total production year 2004 to 2006 
 
The production is forecasted with consideration to maintenance, production mix and historical 
data but also with concern to season. The production manager together with the general 
manager set a reachable production level. However, this production level is often be adjusted 
to a higher level than firstly set.118 In many cases, the production does not meet these 
expectations. The production forecast is sent to central planning.  
 

��������([SHFWDWLRQV�RI�SURGXFWLRQ�
In the beginning of the year, the production manager strives for a higher production level than 
the last year. The wished production level is often obtained before the peak season. However, 
the production level often decreases again through the peak season. To meet production 
decline, the production department must come beyond the expectations of production in the 
end of the year.119 Figure 5.8 shows expectations of production. 

 
Figure 5.8 Expectations of production 
  

                                                
118 Interview, Henrik Lidman 
119 Interview, Henrik Lidman 
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��������)RUHFDVWLQJ�IDFWRUV�
The production forecast is difficult to foresee. The production equipment has different 
maximal speed for various types of cans. Production of debossed cans takes more time than 
standard cans. Unreliable forecasts of expected sales for special designed cans as debossed 
can results in changes for the total production output.120  
 

6L]H� 6WDQGDUG����� 'HERVVLQJ��
Line 1 (50 cl) 100 - 
Line 2 (50 cl) 100 74 
Line 3 (33 cl) 100 71 
Line 4 (33 cl) 100 - 

Table 5.2 Normal production rate  
 
The forecast of production starts by estimations from optimal production rates in Table 5.2, 
where debossed cans only have 74 % and 71% of the maximal production speed. A normal 
label change takes roughly 20 minutes. Nevertheless, line one have a double printer which 
decreases a label change to roughly five minutes.  
 
Every upstart of the production lead to around 1050 discard cans and additionally 1100 cans 
are rejected when changing pallets. When performing a forecast it is especially difficult to 
foresee numbers of label changes and therefore also the production speed, as well as other 
production related factors. Number of label changes is difficult to predict, but can favourable 
be estimated based on season.  
 
The varnish of the cans is additional one important factor to consider when creating a 
production forecast. Cans with white base coat is favourable produced together. The 
production of these cans is more complicated and requires more attention than production of 
standard cans.121 Further, cans with matt varnish are slightly more complex to produce than 
cans with standard varnish. Expected sales and production of matt varnish and white base coat 
is important to estimate when performing a production forecast. The production quantity of 
matt varnish cans is foremost calculated from historical data. The cost for matt varnish leads 
to a higher total cost for varnish and increased waste, although it does not significant decrease 
the production rate. Production of cans with white base coat, often results in lower production 
speed and approximately an increases waste with 0,5%. Moreover, a label change to white 
base coat takes additional 20 minutes to perform than a standard label change.122 
 
Rexam offers two types of neck sizes 202 and 206 millimetres; however most of their 
customers use neck size 202. Changing between neck size 202 and 206, only regards line 2 
and 3. Nevertheless, these changes are not critical since the rebuilding equipment has been 
installed. Today, a rebuilding from 202 to 206 takes less time than a normal label change.123  
 
A label change for debossed cans takes approximately four hours. Debossed cans need thicker 
material than standard cans and a label change to debossed cans require a change of 
aluminium coli. Therefore production of debossed can be critical concerning the time aspect, 
especially during the peak season.124     

                                                
120 Interview, Henrik Lidman 
121 Interview, Thomas Jönsson 
122 Interview, Henrik Lidman 
123 Interview, Henrik Lidman 
124 Interview, Henrik Lidman 
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An additional process that entails more awareness than standard cans is the requirement of 
pasteurisation. Cans with prerequisite of pasteurisation are preferable to produce after one 
other. Colours and type of pallets are two other conditions that need to be considered when 
performing priority control and creating production forecasts. If cans with similar colours are 
produced after one other, time for label change can be decreased with approximately eight 
minutes. On the other hand, a label change from blue to white varnish results in more cleaning 
and can cause additional mistakes, than a label changes between similar colours.  
 
Waste in the production can be deduced to be 33% depending on label change, 33% on the 
human factor and 33% of breakdowns.125 Rexam is actively working with Lean and Six 
Sigma to improve their production performance, where SMED is a tool for more efficiency 
performed label changes.  
 
Extract of the production forecast is shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. Line one and four is 
chosen to show, because these lines mostly produce standard cans. The table show the 
overestimated production rate in comparison to actual value. However, actual sales for 
October, November and December is not considered.  
 

 
Table 5.3 Extract of production forecast 33 cl (line four) 
 

                                                
125 Interview, Henrik Lidman 
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Table 5.4 Extract of production forecast 50 cl (line one)  
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����0DWHULDO�SODQQLQJ��
The production plant in Fosie uses the SAP system as their main material planning system. 
Nevertheless, they are using some support systems, for example, Antvision and Cognus. All 
articles are classified into seven value classes, A-G, depending on actual sale statistic in order 
to facilitate the material planning. A further explanation of these systems is presented in this 
chapter.  
 

������5H[DP¶V�PDWHULDO�SODQQLQJ�V\VWHP��
Rexam in Fosie use the number of days an article is kept in stock together with experience 
based knowledge as their main way for performing material planning. The SAP system gives 
no information regarding the number of days an article is kept in stock. However, the support 
system Antvision contributes with information concerning stock relevance, sales history and 
production orders to facilitate the material planning. Antvision is used to ease decisions 
regarding number of days an article is kept in stock, forecasting, but also customer 
information as stock reports. The optimal number of days an article is kept in stock is not set 
in Fosie. However, the number days an article is kept in stock gives a lucid view of the 
situation when performing material planning. Conversely, Rexam’ s material planning system 
works different in the peak and the off peak season.  
 

��������7KH�RII�SHDN�VHDVRQ�
Production to stock is the main task during the off peak season and consideration to the stock 
building strategy needs is needed when performing the material planning. (the stock building 
strategy is presented in 5.5.1). During the off peak season, the number of days an article is 
kept in stock together with experience based knowledge are used for obtain an effective 
production planning. Normally, no decision regarding priority needs to be done during this 
period. However, the off peak season is experienced by the staff as a more manageable period 
than the peak period.   
 

��������7KH�SHDN�VHDVRQ�
Production planning during the peak seasons is characterised by requirement based 
production. However, in the beginning of the peak season, the production batch covers one 
call off and some additional call offs. Nevertheless, in the end of the peak period, the 
production batch shall only cover the call off. Therefore, a minimised tied up capital cost. The 
stock building strategy is further described in chapter 5.5.1.   
 
When a call off is received, production is planned if needed. However, in some cases, the 
entire called off quantity cannot be produced in one batch. During the most intensive periods, 
an order of 500 000 cans, with deliveries the two following days has to be divided into two 
production batches of 250 000 cans each in order to not occupy the production capacity with a 
too long batch. However, normally 500 000 cans is not a large production batch. Today, a 
batch of 100 000 cans is the minimum size of production batch. Nevertheless, the minimum 
batch size has decreased during the last couple of years. Therefore, priority control is 
important for Rexam, especially due to the tight production capacity during peak season. 
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���������� 3ULRULWLHV��
As mentioned earlier, low production capacity results in problems for the production 
planning. Priorities between articles that need to be produced are commonly during the peak 
season. The number of days an article is kept in stock indicates the priority between different 
articles. However, there are several other important factors in each priority case. Priorities of 
articles can also be done based on special designs and their features, such as debossing and 
white base coat. As mention earlier, special designs decrease the production efficiency and are 
favourable produced separately. Priorities are described more in the chapter 5.5.3. 
 

������6\VWHP�DQG�V\VWHP�VXSSRUW��
To enforce and get an understandable view of the large organisation a working and 
foreseeable business system as well as a system support are required. Therefore, Rexam 
Beverage Can Europe & Asia uses SAP for all their production plants.  
 

��������&ODVVLILFDWLRQ�RI�DUWLFOHV��
Rexam in Fosie has divided their articles into seven classes which corresponds to actual sales 
statistics: A: > 10 M, B: 5-10 M, C: 2-5 M, D: 0, 5-2, E: 0, 25 – 0, 5, F: 0-0, 25 and G: <= 
0.126 This classification system facilitate decisions regarding stock building, production 
batches etc. However, this information is only available in their support system Antvision. 
The design of the classification system is shown in Table 5.5.   
 

9RO��9DOXH�&ODVV� 1R�RI�$UWLFOHV� $FF���
A:>10 M 54 2 
B:5-10 79 5 
C: 2-5 225 13 

D:0.5-2 548 33 
E:0.25-0.5 377 47 
F:0-0.25 755 74 
G:<=0 721 100 
7RWDO�� ������ ����

Table 5.5 Classification of articles 
 

��������7KH�6$3�V\VWHP�
The SAP system is a leading business system which facilitates a common system for all 
Rexam’ s production plants and LRDs. The SAP system is based on the material requirement 
planning method (MRP) and the system intends to be a correct method for articles with 
derived needs in an environment with standard products. The system is used in order to have a 
uniform usage area and an easy clear overview of all production plants.  
�
�
�

                                                
126 Interview, Thomas Jönsson 
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��������7KH�$QWYLVLRQ�V\VWHP��
The Antvision system is used as a support system to SAP. For example, it contains 
information about numbers of deliveries, produced cans, purchased cans, available stock, 
remaining production and days an article is kept in stock. This system shows much of missing 
or indistinct information from the SAP system and is a frequently used system in Fosie.127 
The Antvision system acquire information from SAP daily and updates numbers of sales, 
stock, production orders etc. The daily update results in correct information, for example, 
daily decision as setting production batches and safety stock. The system is also useful for the 
customer contact. Every Monday, all customers receive current information regarding stock 
level, production orders etc. This information facilitates placing of production orders and 
other important decisions for customers.  
�
�
 

                                                
127 Interview, Thomas Jönsson 
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����2UGHU�TXDQWLWLHV��
The production planner is responsible for deciding the order quantity when performing 
priority control. The order quantity is in a normal case based on experience, forecasts and 
information from the Antvision system.128 However, the size of an order quantity is also set 
with consideration to actual season. Figure 5.9 shows production order sizes over the years 
2003 to 2006.   
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Figure 5.9 Production order size 
 
During the off peak season the average sales, experience and forecasts are dominating the 
decision regarding order quantities. However, during the peak season, the planning conditions 
are different. There are often no possibilities for consideration to forecasts. The order quantity 
does in generally cases correspond to the exact requirement which lead to many label 
changes. Several label changes results in much down time which affect the production 
efficiency.129 Statistics for the average order quantity during they year 2004 to 2006 and how 
the order quantity vary for different season can be found in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7.  
 

<HDU $ Y HUDJ H�2 UG HU�4 X DQ W L W \
2004 623 191                           
2005 462 531                           
2006 365 631                            

Table 5.6 Average ordering quantity independent of season 
 

6HDVRQ� $YHUDJH�3URGXFHG�4 XDQWLW\�
Off Peak 2005/2005 687 602 

Peak 2005 409 238 
Off Peak 2005/2006 444 292 

Peak 2006 326 488 
Off Peak 2006 343 147 

Table 5.7 Average production batch depend on season 
 
                                                
128 Interview, Thomas Jönsson 
129 Interview, Thomas Jönsson 
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The average call off quantity differs for various classified articles. However, the called off 
quantity has changed during the last years but no so significant as the produced order 
quantity. Table 5.8  shows statistics for the average call off quantity.  
 

<HDU $YHUDJH�&DOO�2II�4XDQWLW\
2004 196 299                              
2005 198 700                              
2006 178 618                               

Table 5.8 Average call off quantity  
 
Another factor to consider, the A-D classified articles are called off more often than the E-G 
classified articles. Even if the average called off value is low, the articles are called of with 
different frequencies. Table 5.9 shows examples of how the called off quantity and demand 
varies within different classification classes. 
 

9RO��
9DOXH�
&ODVV�

1R�RI�
$UWLFOHV�

1R�RI�
'HOLYHULHV�
SDVW����
PRQWKV�

'HOLYHUHG�
�SFV��SDVW����

PRQWKV�
&DOOHG�
RI�SHU�
\HDU�

$YHUDJH�
&DOO�RII�

0HDQ�
GHPDQG�
SHU�

DUWLFOH�
A:>10 M 54 8 067 860 783 893 149 106 704 15 940 442 
B:5-10 79 5 963 539 899 457 75 90 542 6 834 170 
C: 2-5 225 8 657 696 313 384 38 80 434 3 094 726 

D:0.5-2 548 8 315 563 347 600 15 67 751 1 028 007 
E:0.25-0.5 377 2 436 131 750 704 6 54 085 349 471 
F:0-0.25 755 2 008 81 323 874 3 40 500 107 714 
G:<=0 721 11 0 0 0 0 

7RWDO�� � �� � � � � � �� � � � � �� � � �� � � �� � � � �� � � �� � � � � �� � � �� � � �
Table 5.9 Called of quantities and demand 
 

������6WRFN�NHHSLQJ�FRVWV�
When an article is kept in stock, the capital cost corresponds to approximately 8 % of the cans 
value.130 With a product value of roughly 0,5 SEK per can, the yearly capital cost corresponds 
to 0,04 SEK per can and a monthly cost of 0,0033 SEK. 
 
Rexam has several warehouses. However, one example of a warehouse is used as a standard 
example for the thesis (the costs are fictitious). The total cost for the warehouse is roughly 
100 000 SEK a month which is independence of number of pallets in stock. Nevertheless, 
there is an additional cost of 1200 SEK a month for book keeping. The warehouse can keep 
maximal 5000 pallets and is covered with approximately 60% over the year. However, it is 
assumed that 50% of the cans kept in stock are 50 centilitre cans and 50 % of the pallets with 
33 centilitre which leads to in average 7234 cans per pallet. Therefore, the monthly fix stock 
keeping cost correspond to a monthly cost of 0,0046 SEK per month and can.  
 
Further, there are separate handling costs; 25 SEK per pallet in storage for each month. 
Therefore, the monthly stock keeping cost is 0,0035 SEK per month and can.  
 

                                                
130 Interview, Stefan Malmros 
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Moreover, there is a handling cost of 40 SEK, for transportation in and out from the 
warehouse. Therefore an additional stock handling cost of 0,0057 SEK.  
 
Summation of the different stock keeping costs gives the total cost of 0,017 SEK per month 
and can, or 0,20 SEK per year and can.  
�

������2UGHULQJ�FRVWV�
The ordering cost corresponds to an order’ s cost from it is received to it is sent to the 
customer. The department for sales administration and design correspond to a cost of roughly 
240 000 SEK a month. These department works with approximately 35 500 orders a year. 
Therefore a handling cost of 80 SEK per order.  
 
A label change in the production is valuated to cost approximately 3300 SEK. It is therefore it 
is added to the ordering cost. Hence, the total order handling cost is 3380 SEK. 
 

������/DEHO�FKDQJHV�
As mentioned in chapter 5.2.3.2, a label change takes approximately 20 minutes and results in 
a production decline. Figure 5.10 shows number of label changes from year 2003 to 2006. 
Many label changes leads to a great deal of unused production time, hence lower production 
efficiency. With fewer label changes, more production time could be utilised. Regarding the 
time aspect, a reduction of number of label changes would increases the utilisation. However, 
larger batches occupy more capacity from other articles which need to be produced.   
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Figure 5.10 Number of label changes 
 
Figure 5.11 shows how the production efficiency varies within different seasons and its 
indirect connection to the number of label changes. As the statistics shows, the production 
efficiency is often lower during the peak seasons when there are several label changes. 
However, the production efficiency does not only depend on number of label changes. Figure 
5.11 also shows high production effectiveness during the peak season. For example, one week 
in August, the efficiency was the highest ever at the mean time as they achieved a new record 
of number of label changes.   
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Figure 5.11 Production efficiency 
 

������3URGXFWLRQ�VWXII¶V�ERQXV�V\VWHP�����
The bonus system for the production staff at Rexam in Fosie is based on the number of waste 
cans. However, this bonus system is inequitable in comparison to the other plants staff where 
they produce longer production batches, with less waste cans. This system gives no 
incitement for a greater effort from the staff when performing label changes.  
 
 
 
 

                                                
131 Interview, Henrik Lidman 
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����6DIHW\�VWRFN�
The seasonal demand in the can industry leads to production in order to build stock during the 
off peak season.132 Statistical, the highest stock level occurs in the third week of March and 
usually the lowest inventory level occurs in the third week in August. Figure 5.12 shows how 
the stock level varies over a year.      
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Figure 5.12 Safety stock year 2004 to 2006 
 

������6WRFN�EXLOGLQJ�VWUDWHJ\�
Rexam applies a specific stock building strategy, where A and B classified (high frequently) 
articles foremost are used for stock building. This strategy results in production of small 
batches with low frequent articles during the peak season.133 To follow this strategy, the 
production must be flexible and several label changes are required during the peak season. 
Stock of low frequently articles take capacity from high frequently articles. However, the 
small brands are not called off as often as highly frequented. 
 
Changes in an articles design is an important factor to consider when producing to stock. 
Most customers change the design of their cans regular which leads to difficulties when 
producing to stock.134 A produced order of one design can in the end be lost stock if the 
design is changed. However, the customer is responsibility to purchase the produced stock, 
although, the LRD miss an important share to the stock building process. Instead the customer 
requests more cans of the new label. This results in a lower stock level of applicable and 
useful designs for all customers.135   
 
In many situations, customers do not want to release large production orders during the 
autumn. This causes problem for Rexam’ s stock building process. Customers often have 
limits for possible highest stock level and do not often release production orders when the 

                                                
132 Interview, Thomas Jönsson 
133 Interview, Christian Nilsson 
134 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
135 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
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stock has reach 8-10 weeks of sales.136�However, this stock level differs from one customer to 
next, some can place production orders for few more weeks of sales and some customers for 
fewer weeks. Usually the amount of released production orders bound the possible high stock 
level for Rexam. 
 
When producing to stock, many factors need to be considered. The order of producing 
available production orders is important. A uniform stock composition is important, where all 
articles has the same level of stock, e.g. not having a huge amount of one article and nothing 
of another.137  
 
The lead time to customers varies depending on the distance, the contract and available 
production capacity.  
 
The weeks in the end of the year are often critical concerning the stock building. Rexam 
produces maximal; however, the customer demand is often especially low. Availability of 
packaging material and production orders are important to ensure before the period of 
Christmas and the turn of the year. Lack of either packaging material or production orders 
would interrupt the important stock building process.138  
      

������0HDVXULQJ�RI�VHUYLFH�
Rexam Beverage Can Europe & Asia is measuring their service level with “ On Time In Full”  
(OTIF). Rexam in Fosie has an OTIF value close to 99%.139 However, the OTIF measurement 
takes no consideration to if the order can be delivered on time with demanded content. In 
other words, what is delivered might not be what was ordered.  
 

������6KRUWDJH�FRVWV�
Generally, Rexam does not measure shortage costs. However, when the sales administrator 
cannot negotiate as solution with the customer, a shortage has occurred. Nevertheless, 
negotiations are a part of the sales administrator’ s job and it cannot be regarded as a shortage 
until the inconvenience reaches a higher level in either the customer’ s or in the internal 
organisation.140 
 
Measurable shortage costs could be when a design is moved for production on a sister plant. 
Costs regarding sending design information, films for manufacturing and plates can be 
measured in these situations. Additional costs as transportations, also needs to be considered 
when moving an article for production.141 
 
Changeover for one line is another type of measurable shortage costs. The plant can does an 
easy label change, neck size change, or change from 330 to 500 ml which can be measured in 
terms of money.  
 

                                                
136 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
137 Interview, Thomas Jönsson 
138 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
139 Interview, Christian Nilsson 
140 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
141 Interview, Thomas Jönsson 
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Decision concerning measurements when a shortage occurs requires quick response and 
because of the time aspect, it is impossible to calculate a shortage cost for a single case. 
However, a calculation for a specific case either not give the right perspective of other 
consequences.142  
 
It is possible to calculate shortages cost. However, if the shortage cost is calculated for one 
design with low margins the shortage cost is small. Nevertheless, this calculation takes no 
consideration to the “ bad will”  that occurs, margins on the customer’ s other cans.143     
 
The size of a customer is another dimension when regarding shortage cost. A large customer 
has better possibilities to handle an absent of delivery where a small customer’ s business can 
be depending on just one delivery. A non measurable shortage cost can be absent deliveries. It 
is extremely difficult to measure the affects and loss of income, if the customer does not sets a 
price on the claim.144 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 

                                                
142 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
143 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
144 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
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����&DSDFLW\�SODQQLQJ��
Central planning is responsible for the capacity distribution for all production plants around 
Europe and Asia. However, some of the production plants have more available capacity than 
others.  
 

������([LVWLQJ�FDSDFLW\�VWUDWHJ\�
First of all, each production plants provide their customer with required demand. However, all 
production plants do not produce all variations of 25, 33, 44 and 50 centilitres cans. 
Therefore, different production plants have to support various LRDs with demanded cans.  
 
The support of cans is an important issue for Rexam, where possible free capacity in one 
production plant is utilised for LRD’ s with shortage of capacity. However, controlling 
different plant’ s requirement of support is in many situations difficult, especially due to 
required administration.    
 
Lack of capacity during the peak season requires stock building during the off peak season145. 
All production plants produce cans with consideration to season. The stock building process is 
important to consider for all production plants. Nevertheless, all production plants are 
maximal utilised as long as there are available production orders. However, lack of own 
production orders in e.g. Berlin’ s production plant results in additional support for its sister 
plants. When lack of production orders arise, some lines in a production plants risks be 
closed.146  
 

������&DSDFLW\�SODQQLQJ�RQ�DQ�RSHUDWLRQDO�OHYHO�����
The capacity planning on an operational level is more limited than on a central level, due to 
the time aspect. However, capacity is often limited during the peak season, where risk for 
shortages occurs and priorities of orders have to be done.  
 
Features as white base coat, debossing etc. for various cans are other important when 
distribute the capacity utilisation. Usage of coats and special effects as debossing requires 
more production time and are favourable produces together as mentioned before. In a tight 
production situation, these special designs often have to be delayed and sometimes result in 
absent deliveries to the customers.          
 

������,QWHU�FRPSDQ\�VXSSRUW�����
The difference of capacity allocation for different plants leads to inter company support. To 
uniform the capacity distribution, the inter company support is an important issue for Rexam 
Beverage Can Europe & Asia. During the peak season of year 2005 and 2006 the available 
capacity in Fosie was tight and the LRD had a great need of support. With a great need of 
support and complex inter company situation, some orders were delayed to the customers. 

                                                
145 Interview, Tomas Jönsson 
146 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
147 Interview, Tomas Jönsson 
148 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
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However, with a great need of support the situation becomes more complicated and complex. 
Figure 5.13 show the complexity for coordinating the inter company support.  
 

  
Figure 5.13 Complexity for inter company support 
 
The monthly outlined line load delineates which amount of support each production plant can 
claim. However, each production plant is responsible to make sure deliveries of these 
quantities. On the other hand, the line load is updated regularly during an actual month which 
can results in uncertainties regarding claimable amount of support.      
 
Transportations have been a bottle neck during the peak season 2006, where the 
transportations expected arrival time could not be confirmed. To ensure deliveries to 
customers, the production plant in Fosie sometimes had to produce the expected support cans 
by themselves. However, that resulted in less capacity for other customers demanded 
articles.149   
 
The inter company support mostly includes the high volume sales articles (A and B classified 
articles) which are produced in large batches. A high demand of theses articles results in a 
more or less continuous demand. To ensure meeting the customer’ s demand, the supporting 
plant must work according to the “ make and ship”  policy.  
 
A customer’ s location is another important factor to consider when distributing the support 
among a LRD’ s customers. However, in some situations, to ensure deliveries to customers, 
long transportations and a high transportation cost is needed. The transportation cost has 
increased the last years and is predicted to additional increase the forthcoming year which 
make in less profitable with inter company support.  
 
�
 

                                                
149 Interview, Leif Nilsson 
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��$QDO\VLV��
In this chapter, empiric is compared to theories and models to understand the 
current situation. 7KH�FKDSWHU�DOVR�FRQWDLQV�FRQFOXVLRQV�WR�IXOILO�WKH�WKHVLV�SXUSRVH���

����3ODQQLQJ�DQG�PDQDJLQJ�WKH�RUJDQLVDWLRQ�
A large company as Rexam needs strong managing and require extensive planning. Planning 
on different levels in the company entail a framework for how each division and department 
shall work. When PLM became a part of Rexam, it became fare more difficult to manage this 
large organisation.   
 

������6DOHV�DQG�RSHUDWLRQV�SODQQLQJ�
The executive committee, who are performing the sales and operation planning, has the 
overall responsibly for the organisation. However, they are not principal involved in all 
tactical and operational problems.  
 

������0DVWHU�SODQQLQJ�
The regional sales manager and the general manager are responsible to perform the master 
planning for its LRD and production plant. Nevertheless, central planning is responsible for 
coordinating the organisation. However, it is important for central planning to understand 
different LRD’ s and production plant’ s various features and conditions for a superior 
coordination.   
 

��������7KH�OLQH�ORDG�
The line load is a useful tool for managing this large organisation, but it has some 
deficiencies. The line load is performed in the beginning of each month and released to the 
LRDs and the production plants in the mid of the month. However, the LRDs and the 
production plants are short of information from the line load within the first two weeks of 
each month. The current model for performing and releasing the line load is shown in Figure 
6.1.  

 
Figure 6.1 Current model for releasing the line load 
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A change in sales or production is not discovered until four to six weeks after its occasion. 
Therefore, it can be difficult or too late to measure the deviations.   
 
The line load is sometimes updated during the month which brings inconvenience regarding 
what is relevant information or not. To have a more working line load, the interaction 
between central planning, LRDs and plants need to be deeper and characterises by trust.  
 
A more suitable model for releasing the line load should be where it is released in the 
beginning of the month e.g. each first workday every month. To create the line load 
information from past month is used; however, time for creating the line load is replaced by 
the previous week’ s last sales. The line load will still be based on one month’ s sales but 
instead be build upon sales statistics e.g. from the 21st to the 21st last month. The line load has 
the same base, but can catch changes earlier and measuring can be taken in action. An 
appropriate model is shown in Figure 6.2. This model makes it possible to follow up problems 
and changes earlier in the process but also give necessary information to the LRDs and the 
production plants in an early stage.   
 

 
Figure 6.2 Suggestion of an appropriate model for releasing the line load 
 
The extent of the line load is another significant deficient. The first budget shows the 
expected sales etc. for the whole year. However, for each past month, there is no overlapping 
to the next coming year. For example, in October and November, the forecast only covers 
expected sales and the production during November and December and does not overlap with 
expected sales in January and February.  
 

������'HWDLOHG�VFKHGXOLQJ�
The line load needs to be followed by different production plants and LRDs for an appropriate 
overall managing. However, a late released line load results in less conformity with decision 
on the tactical level and necessary measurements risks to be delayed. The detailed scheduling 
is suffering because of deficient and indistinct managing on the master planning level.    
 
The outlined line load must contain reliable and updated information. For example, for a 
working support function, each LRD needs reliable information regarding possible size of 
claimable support from different plants.  
�
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The main idea, where all LRDs buy cans from their production plants, makes them far from 
the end consumers. They often miss understanding for the market’ s demand, trends etc. When 
buying cans from sister plants, the LRD shall be regarded in the same way as their own 
external customer. To maintain the main idea the company’ s culture and “ The Rexam Way”  
has to be settled and followed by all production plants and LRDs.  
 

������3URGXFWLRQ�DFWLYLW\�FRQWURO����
When performing production activity control it is important with reliable decisions from 
above described managing level. When having a deficient decision base, this managing level 
is as well suffering.  
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����)RUHFDVWLQJ�
Companies working on a mature market often have a more stable demand and therefore can 
create more reliable forecasts. Nevertheless, the can industry is a fast increasing market. As a 
result, it is a more difficult to forecast expected sales for Rexam. General, historical sales 
statistics and forecasts show an increased demand of 33 centilitres cans and a decrease 
demand of 50 centilitres. This trend is important to consider for forthcoming long term 
forecasts.  
 

������)RUHFDVWLQJ�RI�VDOHV��
Difference between one month’ s forecasted sales and actual sales is normally small. On the 
other hand, a deviation of only 2 % of 100 million sold cans results in a difference of 2 
million cans.  
 
Long term forecasting can in some situations differ significant from forecasted to actual sales. 
To measure Rexam’ s long term forecasting, the comparison between expected sales in the 
budget, the line load 2+10, the line load 5+7 and the actual sales for January to August is 
shown in Table 6.1 (the figure shows fictitious sales) where large deviations are shown. In 
many situations, the long term forecasts have low reliability in comparison to the superior 
monthly forecasting with only some percentages in deviation. 
 
%XGJHW�DQG�UHDO�
UHVXOW� -DQ� )HE� 0DU� $SU� 0D\� -XQ� -XO� $XJ�
Extra million cans 15,2 20,1 31,8 21,8 65,2 53,8 30,5 52,1 

�����DQG�UHDO�UHVXOW� -DQ� )HE� 0DU� $SU� 0D\� -XQ� -XO� $XJ�
Extra million cans 0 0 25,4 -36 37,7 24,4 29,8 61,1 

����DQG�UHDO�UHVXOW� -DQ� )HE� 0DU� $SU� 0D\� -XQ� -XO� $XJ�
Extra million cans 0 0 0 0 0 -4,7 1,9 39,7 
Table 6.1 Deviations in sales forecasts  
 
Unreliable long term forecasts can cause problems with stock levels, required support etc. An 
already low stock level can be critical low even with small changes in the forecast. Long term 
forecast is difficult to estimate. Therefore, it is important with a plan B when deviations 
occur. An increased sale of e.g. 20 million cans must be meet by inter company support, if 
there is no safety stock to meet the extra demand. However, that require available capacity in 
one of the sister plants. Nevertheless, 20 million cans affect the rest of the organisation.  
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������3URGXFWLRQ��
The normal rated speed for a production forecast is constant; however, the efficiency varies 
monthly. To measure the reliability in Rexam’ s production forecasts, expected and actual 
production is compared. Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 show actual production in comparison to 
forecasted value (the figure shows fictitious production rates). Worth consideration, the 
forecasts are taken from, in comparison; unproblematic lines to forecast where only standard 
cans are produced (line one and line four).  
 
%XGJHW�	�DFWXDO�
Y DOXH� -DQ� )HE� 0DU� $SU� 0D\� -XQ� -XO� $XJ�
Deviations in million cans -3,2 -3,1 -4,9 -11,7 -4,3 -5,3 -8,2 -3,4 
           

�����	�DFWXDO�YDOXH� -DQ� )HE� 0DU� $SU� 0D\� -XQ� -XO� $XJ�
Deviations in million cans 0 0 -2,3 -2,5 -0,5 -5,2 -11,2 -2,5 
           

����	�DFWXDO�YDOXH� -DQ� ) HE � 0 DU� $ S U� 0 D\ � -X Q� -X O� $ X J �
Deviations in million cans 0 0 0 0 0 -0,5 -4,0 2,0 
Table 6.2 Line 4 (33cl) Actual value in comparison to forecasted value 
 
%XGJHW�	�DFWXDO�YDOXH� -DQ� )HE� 0DU� $SU� 0D\� -XQ� -XO� $XJ�
Deviations in million cans 18,09 -1,99 -4,59 -1,48 -1,23 -2,95 -5,45 -2,01 
           

�����	�DFWXDO�YDOXH� -DQ� ) HE � 0DU� $ S U� 0D\ � -X Q� -X O � $ X J �
Deviations in million cans 0 0 -4 0,22 -0,08 -1,81 -5,45 -2,01 
           

����	�DFWXDO�YDOXH� -DQ� )HE� 0DU� $SU� 0D\� -XQ� -XO� $XJ�
Deviations in million cans 0 0 0 0 0 0,57 -4,99 0,37 

Table 6.3 Line 1 (50cl) Actual values in comparison to forecasted value 
 
The difference between expected value and actual value can make significant variation when 
creating the line load and estimate required support. With consideration to special designs (on 
line two and three), the difference can be considerable greater each month. The way of setting 
the efficiency affects the whole production situation for the production plant. On the other 
hand, the production needs goals to work for; otherwise they have nothing to strive for. 
However, it has to be achievable goal. 
 
When performing a production forecast, the efficiency in the production must be set in 
relation to expected batch sizes. With smaller batch sizes, the waste in the production 
increases at the mean time as decreased production efficiency. It requires awareness from the 
production managers of using a lower efficiency when creating forecasts.  
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������)RUHFDVWLQJ�HUURUV��
Monthly, the forecast errors are normally small. However, as mentioned before, long term 
forecasting is the main problem where several factors affect the forecast.      
�
Follow-up of forecast are achieved due to the last month’ s sales/production in comparison to 
expected sales/production. Conversely, this forecast’ s follow-up of gives no information of its 
reliability for long term planning. With the improved model for creating the line load, follow-
up could be performed in advance and required actions could be done earlier.    
�
A too low sales forecasts and a too high production forecast results in problems with 
deliveries. When creating the line load, the difference between sales and production capacity 
corresponds to the amount of required support. However, problems arise when the demand 
increases. Therefore, the planned support amount is too low. Table 6.4 show how sales, the 
stock level and support affect each other.  
 
'HYLDWLRQ�� �E XGJ HW�
	 �DF WXDO�YDOXH� 0D\� -XQ� -XO� $XJ�
2SHQLQJ�6WRFN� -69,8 -106,6 -58 -55,2 
3URGXFWLRQ� -10,6 -11,8 -19,1 -11,4 
6XSSRUW� 1,3 60,1 10,3 49,4 
&XVWRPHU�6DOHV� 65,2 53,8 30,5 52,1 
,QWHU�&RPSDQ\�6DOHV� -42,3 -55,9 -42,7 -38,7 
&ORVLQJ�6WRFN� -106,6 -58 -55,2 -37 

Table 6.4 Deviations between budget and actual values 
�
For example, underestimated sales of 40 million cans correspond to 450 optimal production 
hours in one line (roughly 17 optimal production days). With an already tight production 
situation, these forecasting errors result in a significant different situation for the production 
and for their customers. From another point of view, increased sales with 40 million cans 
decreases the stock level, with the same amount as the production cannot meet. With an 
already low stock level, the inventory level cannot decrease under minimum stock level.   
 
Long term forecasting is difficult to carry out and alternative plans can be useful. The 
alternative plans can consist of “ the best case”  with increased sales and “ the worst case”  with 
lower demand than forecasted. “ The best case”  includes an action plan to meet increased sales 
and “ the worst case”  consists of a plan for how to meet a lower demand than expected. 
Nevertheless, theses plans shall be easy to use when deviations occur.       
�
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����0DWHULDO�SODQQLQJ�
The can industry is a fast increasing market which does it difficult with material planning in 
many situations. Fast decisions, short planning horizon, insufficient capacity and increasing 
transportation cost bring complexity to the material planning. 
 

������0DWHULDO�SODQQLQJ�ZLWK�6$3�
The SAP system requires fairly long planning horizon for achieving an appropriate material 
planning. However, the can industry requires possibilities for fast decisions for short planning 
horizons which the SAP system does not support. The SAP system works best for long 
planning horizons without changes. However, production of cans is component based in 
comparison to the SAP system which is a product based system. This is another main 
difference between the systems. The Antvision system is a special designed support system 
for Rexam in Fosie. It is a cover time based planning system which shows number of days an 
article is kept in stock for each design to facilitate material planning. However, there is not set 
cover time for each article. 
 
A covering time based material planning system can favourable be used for Rexam in Fosie, 
with consideration to the industry’ s characteristics. It facilitates decisions for material 
planning in many situations, e.g. priorities of design, ordering principles etc.�However, need 
of fast decision is important when performing material planning. It is also the main reason 
why other material planning system is not useful for Rexam.  
 
The value classification of articles is good working and as in most industries the 20/80 rule 
can be applied. For Rexam in Fosie, 20% of the A-C classified articles correspond to 80% of 
the total sales. The classification also gives valuable information for facilitating decisions 
regarding order sizes, stock levels etc.  
 

��������7KH�SHDN�VHDVRQ�
During the peak season, Rexam in Fosie is more or less using a requirement based ordering 
system, where the produced quantity corresponds to an exact called off quantity. In some 
situations, call offs and deliveries need to be cancelled or delayed as a consequence of 
shortage of capacity/stock.  
 
Material planning is in many situations critical, regarding ordering quantity and time for 
deliveries. In many situations, only the called off quantity is produced, with minimum of 
100 000 cans. However, in some circumstances either the production of small batches 
guaranty delivers on time.  
 
An improved material planning during the peak season can be carried out by increased 
capacity, higher stock levels as well as a better planning function. When it is insufficient 
capacity and a low stock level, the material planning is complicated to perform. However, if 
the material planning should be without concerns, the stock should be too high or having too 
much free capacity. The balance between stock level and capacity is important to be aware 
off.   
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��������7KH�RII�SHDN�VHDVRQ��
During the off peak season, Rexam in Fosie and the other production plants are mostly 
producing to stock. Nevertheless, the off peak season enable material planning with 
consideration to covering time.  
 
The classification of articles in the Antvision system is useful information when planning the 
stock building of foremost A and B classified articles. Consideration to the stock building 
strategy is important as producing the right mix of designs; favourable A and B classified 
articles. A, B and C classified articles corresponds to 80% of total sales and many of these 
designs can be regarded as more�predictable�designs.  
 
Material planning during the off peak season regards as easier to perform than during the peak 
season, where all demand can be meet and safety margins can be used.   
�

������7KH�VXSSRUW�V\VWHP��
To support both customer and inter company decisions, it is important to have a good material 
planning system which shows reliable and correct information as available stock, remaining 
production etc. However, these functions are not supported by the way the SAP system is 
used today. Nevertheless, today the Antvision system gives customer accurate information 
concerning remaining production, available stock etc once a week. This information is very 
important for the customers, the inter company support, as well as for the material planning.  
  
�
�
�
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����2UGHU�TXDQWLWLHV�
The size of the order quantities has decreased the over past years and is expected to further 
decrease in the future. Changed market conditions, increased production flexibility are 
reasons why it necessary and possible to produce smaller production batches.  
 

������2SWLPDO�SURGXFWLRQ�EDWFK�����
When having a too low stock level and shortage of capacity, the size of the order quantities 
has been affected. It has resulted in several label changes to meet customer demand. The 
minimum ordering sizes has the last year been a batch sizes of roughly 100 000 cans. 
However, in the future this quantity is expected to decrease further. 
 
Rexam and the can industry’ s special conditions result in difficulties to use presented models 
for calculating of an optimal production batch size. However, due to the classification system, 
different articles should be produced in different batch sizes and therefore have different 
optimal production batches.  
 

��������2SWLPDO�RUGHU�TXDQWLW\�EDVHG�RQ�(24�
Using Wilson’ s formula for calculate an optimal order quantity is the most general manner for 
these type of calculations. However, it takes no consideration to seasonal demand. Table 6.5, 
Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 show how the order quantities vary with different ordering costs and 
stock keeping costs.  
 

'HPDQG��\HDUO\�� 2UGHULQJ�&RVW��6(.�� 6WRFN�NHHSLQJ�FRVW��6(.�� (24�
                          100 000    3380 0,2           58 138    
                          250 000                91 924    
                          500 000    � �         130 000    
                       2 000 000              260 000    
                       5 000 000              411 096    
                     10 000 000    � �         581 378    

Table 6.5 EOQ, S=3380 SEK and &, ⋅ = 0,20 SEK a year 
 

'HPDQG��\HDUO\�� 2UGHULQJ�&RVW��6(.�� 6WRFN�NHHSLQJ�FRVW��6(.�� (24�
                          100 000                         10 000    0,2         100 000    
                          250 000              158 114    
                          500 000              223 607    
                       2 000 000              447 214    
                       5 000 000              707 107    
                     10 000 000             1 000 000    

Table 6.6 EOQ, S=10 000 SEK and &, ⋅ = 0,20 SEK a year 
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'HPDQG��\HDUO\�� 2UGHULQJ�&RVW��6(.��
6WRFN�NHHSLQJ�FRVW�

�6(.�� (24�
                          100 000                           3 380                                      0,04            130 000    
                          250 000              205 548    
                          500 000              290 689    
                       2 000 000              581 378    
                       5 000 000              919 239    
                     10 000 000             1 300 000    

Table 6.7 EOQ, S=3380 SEK and &, ⋅ = 0,04 SEK a year 
 
As the figures show the ordering cost does not affect the result in the same manner as the 
stock keeping cost. Therefore, an accurate stock keeping cost is needed for more reliable 
calculations. However, awareness of these calculations limitations is important.  
 

��������2SWLPDO�RUGHU�TXDQWLW\�EDVHG�RQ�6LOYHU�0HDO¶V�DOJRULWKP�
The Silver Meal algorithm considers seasonal variations in demand when calculating an 
optimal order quantity. It is difficult to estimate in which period a demand occurs which leads 
to inconveniences when it is time to order. 
 
With a stock keeping cost of 0,017 SEK a month and with an ordering cost of 3380 SEK 
following situation occur when using the Silver Meal algorithm. The demand is assumed to 
occur in April and August. 
 
  'HPDQG� �3URGXFWLRQ�RI�RQH�EDWFK��
-DQ�    
)HE�    
0DU�    
$SU�       50 000       
0D\�    
-XQ�    
-XO�    
$XJ�       50 000           2 250   
6HS�    
2FW�    
1RY�    
'HF�     
Table 6.8 The Silver Meal algorithm 
 
The stock keeping cost should be 2 250 SEK, shown in Table 6.8. Therefore, it is more 
profitable to produce the demand of 100 000 can in one batch. Nevertheless, the ordering cost 
and stock keeping cost are relatively uncertain.  
 
If the demand occurs in April and September, the situation should be changed. The stock 
keeping cost correspond to 3 400 SEK and therefore it is still more profitable to produce two 
batches of 50 000 cans in each. The relation is shown in Table 6.9. 
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  'HPDQG� �3URGXFWLRQ�RI�RQH�EDWFK��
-DQ�    
)HE�    
0DU�    
$SU� 50 000   
0D\�    
-XQ�    
-XO�    
$XJ�   
6HS� 50 000  3 400 
2FW�    
1RY�    
'HF�     
Table 6.9 The Silver Meal algorithm 
 
According to these two calculations, it is profitable to produce the whole demand in one batch 
if it is called off within four months. However, the small different between producing a whole 
batch and keep it in stock or two batches, when the demand occur within fifth months is very 
little. Therefore, it can be recommended within shortages of capacity, to divide the total order 
into two batches for more free production capacity when the demand expects to occur within 
four months. However, the little difference in producing one batch or two separate does not 
results in any conclusions regarding optimal batch sizes can be done according to these 
calculations.   
 

������3URGXFWLRQ��
Comparison between number of label changes 2005 and 2006 and the productivity 2005 and 
2006 shows several remarkable facts. More label changes were performed during 2006 than 
2005; however, the production efficiency was equal or higher during 2006. Therefore, the 
connection between number of label changes and production efficiency has another 
dimension. The production has been more flexible and can handle label changes in a better 
manner than the years before. Several label changes has improved the production staff’ s 
ability and knowledge for performing label changes. Nevertheless, in the future, the 
production expects to be more and more flexible as well as better developed routines when 
performing label changes. Rexam works actively with SMED and has tools and incitement for 
improving their performance of label changes.    
 
On the other hand, the bonus system for the production staff is depending upon waste in the 
production. Several label changes brings more waste which has a negative impact on the 
production staff’ s bonus. The bonus system obstructs more flexible production with several 
label changes. Therefore, the bonus system needs to be changed to increase the production 
staff’ s willingness to perform several label changes, as well as finding better routines for 
them.   
 
Many of the A and B classified articles is produced at Fosie’ s sister plants which results in 
requirement for flexible production of C-G articles in the production plant in Fosie. The 
called off quantity tends to be smaller in the future and a more flexible production is required. 
The peak season tend to be extended in the future, especially with consideration to the sales 
curve. The change in demand of 33 and 50 centilitre cans needs to be a considered factor. A 
strong increased demand of 33 centilitre cans requires more capacity for production of this 
can size.  
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����6DIHW\�VWRFN�
A high safety stock is important for companies with limited production capacity. However, 
the relation between the safety stock and available capacity needs to be balanced. Rexam meet 
seasonal demand and is producing to stock during the off peak season. This performance 
result in a high stock level during the off peak season to meet all demand during the peak 
season. Figure 6.3 shows how the stock level varies.   
 

 
Figure 6.3 Stock level depending on season   
 
Rexam’ s safety stock strategy is optimal concerning tied up capital. Nevertheless, the 
composition of the safety stock is as well important to consider. A and B classified articles are 
foremost kept in stock. Rexam’ s performance concerning safety stock follows the stated 
conditions for an optimal safety stock level.   
 
To measure an optimal stock level, reliable forecasts for sales and production are required. 
Difficulties with estimating correct forecasts for sales and production complicates the 
decision of required stock level. Nevertheless, the available capacity and released production 
orders can restrict the possibility to achieve an optimal stock level.  
 
The stock level can be too low, e.g. the line load shows, if sales should increase with only 1% 
with an already low stock level, the stock level should reach a lower stock level of 
approximately 2 ½ week of sales.  
    
Measuring of SERV1 or SERV2 is favourable used for companies with uniform distributed 
demand. However, an equal stock level over the year is not optimal for Rexam. Materials kept 
in stock in the end of the peak season are unnecessary tied up capital. According to the theory, 
the trade off between the cost of lost sales and one period’ s stock holding cost indicates that at 
the peak season, a stock level close to the traditional is appropriate. Table 6.10 show the 
optimal safety stock level with starting point from short term forecast’ s deviations. This level 
should be achieved in the beginning of the peak period. However, as mentioned earlier, the 
lead time vary for Rexam’ s customers. The Swedish customers only have one day (if 

Time 

    Stock Level 

Peak 
        

Off Peak 
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available capacity) and some more distant customers have a lead time up to seven days. 
Nevertheless, the lead time is assumed to be constant for these calculations.   
 
6HUYLFH��� 6DIHW\�6WRFN����GD\�OHDG�WLPH�� 6DIHW\�6WRFN����GD\V�OHDG�WLPH���

���                                          -                                                   -      
���                             75 349 931                                3 692 146 611    
���                             94 468 570                                4 628 959 930    
���                            116 961 087                                5 731 093 247    
���                            143 952 107                                7 053 653 227    
���                            185 563 263                                9 092 599 863    
���                            230 548 296                              11 296 866 496    
���                            262 037 819                              12 839 853 139    

�����                            289 028 839                              14 162 413 119    
������                            449 850 333                              22 042 666 333    

Table 6.10 Safety stocks based on short term forecasts  
 
Table 6.10 show an unrealistic high stock level when seven days lead time is assumed. 
However, even if it should be an optimal stock level, available production orders are limiting 
the highest stock level. Worth consideration, this calculation of a safety stock level is based 
on the short term forecasts which are much more reliable than the long term forecasts.   
    
Calculations of a safety stock with starting point from long term forecasts result in a 
significant higher safety stock level, shown in Table 6.11.  
 
6HUYLFH��� 6DIHW\�6WRFN��%XGJHW�� 6DIHW\�6WRFN�������� 6DIHW\�6WRFN�������

���                             -                               -                               -       
���              296 007 396               291 286 222               172 271 889     
���              371 113 750               365 194 667               215 982 667     
���              459 474 167               452 145 778               267 407 111     
���              565 506 667               556 487 111               329 116 444     
���              728 973 438               717 346 667               424 251 667     
���              905 694 271               891 248 889               527 100 556     
���           1 029 398 854            1 012 980 444               599 094 778     

�����           1 135 431 354            1 117 321 778               660 804 111     
������           1 767 208 333            1 739 022 222            1 028 488 889     

Table 6.11 Safety stock for long term forecast and with one day in lead time 
�
These calculations show a high safety stock level in comparison to Rexam’ s actual safety 
stock. All customers have different lead time; however, it is between one and seven days. 
Nevertheless, this method has some deficiencies when measuring the safety stock which are 
important to be aware off.  
 
With tight capacity conditions, the safety stock needs to compensate the extra demand that 
occur during the peak season. However, in Rexam’ s case with shortage of capacity, the safety 
stock needs cover the abundance of capacity during the peak season. Customer’ s released 
production orders can be a definition of whished available stock level. However, when 
deciding a level of the safety stock, the available production orders are a limiting factor. 
Therefore, it should be optimal to produce all available production orders for stock building 
during the off peak season.  
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Time for start the stock building process is an important factor to consider. A too early start 
brings tied up costs, although a too late start, can result in shortage during the peak season. 
However, Rexam only produce cans with released production orders. To have the possibility 
to meet unexpected demand during the peak season and late released production orders, the 
stock building process shall start early as possible. The production to stock shall foremost 
endure of A-B classified articles, but also C classified articles. These designs can be regarded 
as more reliable than the D-G classified articles. When the production orders of these designs 
are lacking, production of the other designs is recommended, instead of closing the line. 
However, a uniform distribution of articles kept in stock is important.  �
�
:KHQ�SURGXFLQJ�WR�VWRFN��5H[DP�KDV�WZR�FKRLFHV���
 
1. Producing all available production orders when having free capacity and keep them in 
storage with high tied up costs. Nevertheless, it results in a risk of lack of production orders 
and a closed line.  
 
2. Waiting with the production of all available production orders which results in lower tied 
up capital costs, but also a risk for difficulties to meet all demand during the peak season.   
 
Rexam is acting on a growing market and according to the last year’ s delivery problems, 
strategy one is recommended. In comparison to an optimal safety stock, producing all 
available production orders is recommended in earlier stated manner. However, the size of 
available production orders limits the stock level.   
   

������0HDVXULQJ�RI�VHUYLFH���
Rexam in Fosie measure their customer service with OTIF (On Time In Full). However, 
calculations of OTIF do not measure if Rexam deliver customer’ s requirement and if the order 
actually is on time. Rexam in Fosie’ s high value of service does show customer’ s satisfaction.   
 
OTIF is a measure for both the delivery reliability and the delivery dependability. However, 
as the theory state “ on time”  and “ a complete order”  can be defined unlike in different 
companies. “ On time”  for Rexam is when the order is on time to their customer, but 
agreement of later delivery takes not into consideration and the order is still measured as an 
order on time. “ A complete order”  is defined as an order with correct amount of cans, but it 
says nothing if it is the required design. OTIF is more a measure of what Rexam’ s 
transportation company (DFDS) can deliver than if it is a complete order on time.   
 

������6KRUWDJH�FRVWV�
Shortages cost is difficult to assess, both for a single case and overall situations. Calculations 
of shortage costs require both a lot of time and money. Rexam’ s need of quick decisions do 
these calculations untenable. However, Rexam in Fosie does not measure shortage cost for a 
specific order in terms of costs because of these aspects.  
 
Decisions regarding moving designs to other plants often have been taken far before the 
actual occasion of a specific shortage cost and time for placing a new design in another plant 
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often require more time than the lead time for a specific order. Therefore, moving designs to 
other plants cannot be regarded as an action for a shortage.   
 
The size of a shortage cost is depending on if the market is sold out or not. If the market is 
sold out, Rexam’ s competitors either do not have available capacity and the customers do not 
have any other supplier. However, if their competitors have available capacity and can deliver 
right quantity on time, Rexam risk losing them as customers currently and in the future, 
therefore also market shares. The summer 2006, the can market has been sold out and it has 
been difficult for breweries to get cans.  
 
Priorities of customers need to be done, from one case to another. However, margins on a 
specific can are not an appropriate way to measure a shortage cost. Even if the order should 
not be profitable in a specific case, it needs to be set in an overall view.   
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����&DSDFLW\�SODQQLQJ�
The demand of cans has the last year increased dramatically and the unexpected grown has 
result in insufficient capacity for the whole industry, even Rexam. It is difficult to foresee 
sales on a growing market and especially major changes.   
  

������&DSDFLW\�VWUDWHJ\�
Rexam Beverage Can has taken a following capacity strategy, where they have less or exact 
available capacity than customer’ s requirements. Historically, the stock level has been too 
little in comparison to available capacity and demand. This strategy has low volume 
flexibility and requires a high stock level. Nevertheless, when having this strategy, awareness 
of high tied up capital cost and a high stock level is necessary and required to meet customer 
demand during the peak season. 
 
The can industry is capital intensive, where the productions equipments are very costly. 
However, on the other hand, a large stock level binds tied up capital which bring huge costs. 
For example, new printer which should decrease the time for a label change on one line to 5 
minutes, costs around 10 million SEK.   
 

������&DSDFLW\�XWLOLVDWLRQ��
Shortage of capacity during the peak season results in production to stock during the off peak 
season to meet customer’ s demand. However, that entails a compensation strategy for 
capacity utilisation. The production produces maximum amount during the whole year or as 
long as there are available production order.   
 

������,QWHU�FRPSDQ\�VXSSRUW��
Shortage of capacity for one LRD aims to be met by inter company support from another 
production plant. However, the complex inter company situation sometimes result in using the 
own production plant’ s more reliable production, where deliveries can be confirmed to 
customers.  
 
Transportations across Europe has resulted in increasing transportations cost which tend to 
additional increase the forthcoming years. In the future, increased transportation cost can 
make it impossible with inter company support across Europe. Perhaps inter company support 
can be forbidden or impossible to use in the future with consideration to the environmental 
and the cost situation.  
 
Rexam in Fosie has a huge need of support from their sister plants, especially during the peak 
season. However, more needed support result in a more complex situation. Together with a 
late released line load with outlined amount of inter company support; can bring difficulties to 
get an appropriate level of support on time and uniform distributed. If the line load was 
outlined in the beginning of the month and all plants should stick to it, the support function 
should be facilitated. However, trust between plants needs to be improved to maintain a good 
relation.    
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������2SHUDWLRQDO�FDSDFLW\��
With lack of capacity during peak season, the production planning for the plant results in a 
complicated situation. As mentioned before, missing support will in some cases result in 
production of the design in the own production plant. The unexpected production causes 
problems for production of other designs which affects deliveries to customers. The size of a 
shortage cost is as mentioned in an earlier chapter up to each specific situation.  
 
To have a working situation during the peak season the stock level needs to increase 
significant, alternatively an increased capacity and more reliable long term forecasting.  
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��5HVXOW�	�5HFRPPHQGDWLRQV�
7KH�FKDSWHU� LV�D� VXPPDU\�RI� WKH�PDVWHU� WKHVLV�� ,W� FRQWDLQV� UHVXOWV�DQG� UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV� WR�
5H[DP�� DV� ZHOO� DV� FRPSDQLHV� LQ� VLPLODU� VLWXDWLRQV�� )XUWKHU�� D� GLVFXVVLRQ� IRU� DGGLWLRQDO�
UHVHDUFKHV�LV�SUHVHQWHG�   

����7KH�5H[DP�:D\�
Today, many of the existing problems are organisational based. Working according to “ The 
Rexam Way”  is central where trust and respect between plants and LRDs are important for a 
working organisation. Information from the line load needs to be accurate and all production 
plants and LRDs should stick to it. A late outlined line load results in problems for the LRDs 
and the production plants.   
 
When using the inter company support, it is important for the selling production plant and its 
LRD to regard the purchasing LRD in the same manner as an external customer; i.e. working 
according to “ The Rexam Way” .     
 
The line load needs to be released earlier every month. Today, the delay where a half month 
has past before it is released, results in inconvenience according to actual month’ s production, 
sales and support. Nevertheless, there is also a delay when catching deviations. Figure 7.1 
shows an appropriate model for creating and releasing the line load. It is released in the 
beginning of the month and deviations can be picked up at an early stage.     
 

  
 
Figure 7.1 Suggestion of an appropriate model for releasing the line load 
 

����)RUHFDVWLQJ�
It is often difficult to perform a reliable forecast for an expanding market. Nevertheless, 
Rexam in Fosie has very good short term forecasts in comparison to the other LRDs. The long 
term forecasts often have large deviations for all LRDs, including Fosie. To have a more 
reliable long term forecast, accurate researches is important. Awareness of an unreliable 
forecast’ s impact on the stock level and the capacity utilisation is important. Especially, how 
it can affect future decisions. The inter company support is based on sales and production 
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forecasts and with a higher sales and lower production than expected; the size of the support 
is insufficient. With more reliable forecasts, both for sales and production, the inter company 
support should be easier to manage. Reachable production rates and well estimated forecast 
should facilitate the production planning.   
 
Long term forecasting is difficult, where an over estimated forecast brings tied up cost and an 
under estimated forecasts brings shortage costs. However, when performing a long term 
forecast it is favourable to create an alternative plan, if deviations occur. The alternative plan 
could be created with consideration to the “ best case”  with increased sales and the “ worst 
case”  with decreased sales. For each of these there should be a handling plan. This together 
with an earlier released line load, there should be better possibilities to meet unexpected 
situations.  
 

����0DWHULDO�SODQQLQJ�
The Antvision system is a good working support system which facilitates the material 
planning and customer support. Especially because the system can be tailored to their specific 
need. The possibility with extension of additional needed functions is an advantage with the 
system.  
 
Awareness of the SAP systems limitations with consideration to the can industry is important, 
however, it is a good system for material planning within a large organisation as Rexam 
Beverage Can Europe & Asia.  
 
Existing problems with material planning could easily be eliminated with extended capacity, 
higher stock levels or improved planning.   
 

����2UGHULQJ�TXDQWLWLHV�
The size of the ordering quantities has for a long time been a twisted question between the 
production and sales department. The production department advocates long production 
batches with high production efficiency, in contrast to the sales department which want to 
meet the markets demands with low tide up capital cost, through short production batches.  
 
Nevertheless, the production conditions during the summer 2005 and 2006 have decreased the 
ordering quantities. On the other hand, the production staffs have improved their capability 
for label changes which can further be improved.   
 
The bonus system for the production staffs need to be changed, to be a profitable based 
system as the other employees have. An increased number of label changes increases the 
waste in the production which is not profitable for their bonus. Therefore, the production 
staffs are not motivated for performing label changes. With a profitable based bonus system 
the production staff should be more motivated to label changes and therefore also give a 
potential higher profit for the company.  
 
Process thinking instead of operation or department based thinking should facilitate the 
production situations and the incitement for different departments for shorter vs. longer 
ordering quantities should decrease. The calculations of an optimal ordering quantity gives 
guidelines for order quantities, however, there are many uncertain factor in the calculations. 
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Therefore, a conclusion regarding an optimal order quantity is difficult to state. Nevertheless, 
it has to be considered and perhaps analysed further.    
�

����&DSDFLW\�YV��6DIHW\�VWRFN�
With seasonal demand, producing to stock is required to meet all demand during the peak 
season. Therefore it is important to have a sufficient stock building strategy which Rexam in 
Fosie has from a tied up capital view. However, the stock level has changed during the year 
and tends to be smaller for each year. The low stock level has caused problems with deliveries 
and customer confidence has been affected.  
 
Rexam is acting on a growing market and with consideration to the last year’ s delivery 
problems; an optimal safety stock should be production of all available production orders. 
However, the size and numbers of available production orders limit the possible stock level. 
Nevertheless, the production mix is important to consider. A uniform distribution of A and B 
classified articles is recommended. When having shortages of these production orders, C-F 
classified articles can be produced to stock.   
 
With a strong market growth as in the can industry, the capacity needs to be increased in the 
forthcoming years. However, to much free capacity results in high costs for unused 
production capacity, but on the other hand, shortage and stock building is also cost 
demanding. Still, with a higher stock level follow enhanced delivery performance with in 
deemed crucial major customers.  
 

����6XPPDU\�RI�UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV�WR�5H[DP�
With consideration to the actual consumption of cans in Europe to the US, Rexam expects a 
strong market growth in the future. To meet the increased demand, higher stock levels or 
more capacity is required. Nevertheless, with more reliable forecasts, the entire production 
planning can be improved. Better forecasts and a previous released line load results in earlier 
follow-up and deviations can be measured in a previously stage.  
 
The order quantities have decreased the last year and further tend to decrease in the future. 
Therefore, an increased flexibility in the production is important to meet the new production 
conditions, as well as the markets shifting requirements.  
 

����*HQHUDO�UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV�
Awareness of how an unreliable forecast affects the stock level and the production is 
important to consider for all companies. Though, more accurate forecasts can decrease the 
uncertainties, nevertheless, it is difficult to create exact forecasts. Therefore, alternative 
handling plans can be a good measurement when possible deviations occur. By earlier 
measurements, many problems can be extenuating circumstances instead of measuring a 
problem when it occurs.    
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����'LVFXVVLRQ�DQG�VXJJHVWLRQV�IRU�IXUWKHU�UHVHDUFK�
As mentioned earlier, the order quantities tend to decrease in the future. Even so, calculation 
of an optimal order quantity is of interest. If today’ s shortest production batch of 100 000 cans 
should be decreased to merely produce a batch of 50 000 cans. The effect on the production 
and other consequences to a decreased production quantity should be of interest to evaluate. 
Further, how much should the deliver reliability be improved and should the measurement be 
profitable are considerable condition.     
 
Evaluation of the possible market growth is another interesting issue to consider in a further 
research. Today, in the US, 360 can per capita and year is consumed in comparison to 
Europe’ s consumption of 76 cans per capita and year. Is the European market going to 
increase to the same level as in the US and if so, how the increased demand could be met is 
interesting to assess.  
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$SSHQGL[�
$SSHQGL[����,QWHUYLHZ�*XLGH�$QWYLVLRQ��
�

1. Can you tell me about the Antvision system? 
2. Which method does the Antvision forecasting system uses?  
3. Does it consider trends and seasonality?  
4. Can the Antvision system consider forecasting errors?  
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$SSHQGL[����,QWHUYLHZ�*XLGH�3URGXFWLRQ��
 
1. How can you forecast the production? Which factors do you consider? 
2. How does this forecast differ between peak season and off peak season?  
3. Do you consider season when performing a forecast? 
4. Who do you report the forecast to?  
5. How long is an average label change? 
6. How long time does it take to start up the production after a label change? 
7. Is it an advantageous with similar colours? Is it significant differing, changing from 

blue to white etc? 
8. How much does a label change cost? 
9. How much does the production waste in a label change? 
10. Is the efficiency proportional against label changes?   
11. Is it more complicated to produce new designs? Is it often problems with these? 
12. Debossed, Illustration Impact, Matt Varnish and base coat, how is the production 

affected by these special designs?  
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$SSHQGL[����,QWHUYLHZ�*XLGH�3URGXFWLRQ�3ODQQHU�
 

1. Would you please describe your main responsibilities? (Capacity, line load, released 
production orders, raw material etc.) 

2. Can you tell me about the classification of articles? Does this system help you? 
3. Can you work with starting point from forecasts? (Both internal and external) 
4. Do they help you in you work?  
5. Do you think they are reliable?  
6. How does the material planning function works within SAP? 
7. Does SAP give any support for priorities? 
8. Do you know which production planning system that is used? (MRP / Cover time etc.) 
9. How does Antvision help you regarding production planning? 
10. Do you have different approaches regarding production planning for different 

seasons? 
11. Do you always have enough production orders to have a smooth production flow 

during the whole year? 
12. Can you produce according to forecasts? 
13. Does the classification system help you within the production planning? 
14. How do you decide the size of an order? Special methods?  
15. Is the size of an order quantity depending on season? How do you take seasonality in 

consideration? 
16. How does the order quantity affect the production efficiency?   
17. What is you strategy for stock building? According to the classification system etc. 
18. Do you strive for a special mix of safety stock?  
19. Do you know something about future need?  
20. Does a low safety stock affect the production efficiency? 
21. Do you have any help of SAP or Antvision for capacity planning?  
22. To what extent can you do priorities? 
23. How can you see realised orders in SAP? 
24. Which information do these orders give you?   
25. Which role has the sales administrator in this job?  
26. How do you perform a priority control? 
27. How often do you change it? 
28. Can the production changes order for orders? 
29. How often does the production change it? 


